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Abstract 
This project aims to investigate the meat consumption habits of our target group consisting of 
adult men in Denmark. Several statistics show that Danish men are prone to eating a lot of meat. 
In turn, vast meat consumption has been proven to be extremely damaging with regards to global 
warming. Therefore, we have looked into how and what it takes for our chosen target group to 
change their food consumption behavior so that it includes less meat, and come up with a com-
munication product that we think could be a solution to the problem.   
 
Our research suggests that consumer behavior and reflexivity is not necessarily linked, and that 
people often base their consumption decisions on their everyday embodied routines, and the tar-
get group cannot be convinced merely by presenting them with cold facts about environmentally 
friendly consumption. The research also suggests that everyday eating, and eating socially, em-
bodies different practices, and it will be easier to try to influence the target group in their work-
week dinner practice instead of consumption with others.   
 
The project take use of Bente Halkier, Alan Warde, and Andreas Reckwitz writings on practice 
theory to create an analytical framework to analyze a sample size of ten men from the target 
group. This analysis then created the foundation for the construction of the communication prod-
uct.  
 
We have attempted to offer a communication product consisting of a line of videos presenting 
vegan recipes to our target group in order to lower their consumption of meat. These recipes will 
be available through videos, as we found this particular medium the most effective in order to 
influence our target audience. We have concluded that in order to get through to our recipients, 
we will have to keep the videos simple and appealing by using the three buzzwords quick, tasty 
and healthy.   
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1. Introduction  
The starting point for this project was to design a strategic communication plan aiming to lower 
meat consumption among Danish men. We see it as a problem that the meat industry has an in-
creasingly negative influence on the environment. Denmark is one of the most meat consuming 
countries in the world, and this motivated us to conduct further research on the environmental 
effects caused by animal agriculture, which convinced us that it is an important issue in modern 
consumption. 
We have chosen to focus on researching the Danish food culture and the food practices of Danish 
men. This knowledge is very important to consider when communicating with this particular tar-
get group because there seems to be a level of resistance towards expert-imposed information 
campaigns that aim to change their consumption habits. 
As a result, our project report seeks to develop a communication initiative that implements this 
knowledge to change the behavior and meat consumption of Danish men. 
 
We are motivated by the fact that there is a scientific consensus that humans induce climate 
change (Nasa Global Climate Change 2016a). The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC) has calculated that looking at the overall effect, climate change is expected to impose a 
net negative damage cost on the world, and it will increase in scope as time moves on (Nasa 
Global Climate Change 2016b). Global warming is attributed to Greenhouse Gases (GHGs) and 
among them especially CO2-emissions. According to the Food and Agriculture Organization of 
the United Nations, animal agriculture is responsible for 18 percent of GHGs, which is higher 
than the total exhaust from the transportation sector, which is around 13 percent (Steinfeld, 
2006). In a report for the World Watch organization, Robert Goodland, and Jeff Anhang calcu-
lated the total cost of CO2 emissions from animal agriculture when accounting for both direct 
(methane emissions) and indirect (land use and animal respiration) causes, is at 51 percent. 
(Goodland & Anhang, 2009:11). There is also cause for concern since projection for the global 
animal agriculture emission of GHGs is predicted to increase by 80% by 2050, if the current diet 
trends correspond to the economic rise of hitherto poorer nations (Tilman & Clark, 2014: 520).  
This leads to a conclusion that the animal agriculture cannot just be ignored as a GHGs producing 
sector, and therefore different steps need to be taken to reduce its output of GHGs. 
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A couple of initiatives have been started in order to lower the meat intake in Denmark by imple-
menting procedures such as Meatless Mondays (Meatless Mondays). Moreover, there is a slowly 
increasing focus on the problem of meat consumption from both Danish medias (Politiken) and a 
minority of politicians, who demand solutions to the growing problem (Alternativet). In this pro-
ject, we want to be part of this development by approaching the problem from a communication 
standpoint. We want to create a detailed communication plan, which incorporates an in-depth 
analysis of Danish men. 
 
1.1 Problem Formulation 
The aim of this project is to investigate the food practices and tacit knowledge of meal structures 
among Danish men to determine which factors control the way they engage with shopping and 
cooking. This knowledge will be used to reflect upon how we can successfully approach this tar-
get group with a hypothetical communication initiative that is aimed at instigating behavioral 
change that leads to a lower intake of meat. 
 
1.2 Problem Area  
In this project, we will focus on investigating food practices among Danish men in order to create 
a sound foundation for a communication product. We use practice theory, as put forth by Andreas 
Reckwitz, Bente Halkier, and Alan Warde, to understand the culturally controlled norms that 
constitute the habits related to eating meat. We also use Bente Halkier’s conceptualization of 
food consumption practices to categorize and understand our target group’s practices. It is crucial 
to create this foundation when attempting to change the behavior of the target group because we 
want our communication product to function as a tool for the target group to use in the context of 
their food practices. Our project will focus primarily on the process of producing this knowledge. 
 
The challenge of informing the public about the problems related to animal agriculture is a com-
munication problem in several ways. Communication experts conveying scientific information 
have often made the mistake of thinking that the receiver only lacks information, assuming that a 
direct transmission of information from the sender to receiver will consequently alter the behav-
ior of the receiver. Modern communication research challenges this notion because it is repeat-
edly found that transmission of information and behavior change is more complicated than just a 
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straight information line from the sender to the receiver (Windahl et. al., 2009; 12). Since all the 
data on how animal agriculture affects the climate change calls for individuals to make changes, 
it follows that it is a communication issue, since merely presenting the information have been 
shown to not be enough to change the behavior of the target audience (Halkier, 2015: 8-9). 
Therefore, a given target group needs to be analyzed, in our case from a practice theoretical 
standpoint, and the data from the analysis should then be applied to the communication product 
to produce the optimal conditions for behavior change.   
    
We will focus on our target group’s consumption of everyday evening meals, as opposed to 
weekend meals, breakfasts, and lunches since data suggest that eating practices change depending 
on the context and time of the meal. As mentioned by Holm, there is an evidently increased focus 
on meat at festive occasions, such as birthdays, parties, etc., as well as in weekends, centralized 
around the concept of a “ proper meal” (Holm, 2003; 72-73). Thus, it seems more plausible to be 
able to change the target group’s eating practices in their work days.   
 
1.3 Reading guide 
1.3.1 Structure 
This project has been divided into two parts.  
Part one presents our theory and our analysis, which revolves around Danish food culture and 
Danish men’s food practices. Its purpose is to map out the knowledge which is important to con-
sider when doing planned communication in the field. 
 
Part two is oriented towards utilizing this knowledge to create a communication plan for a hypo-
thetical product consisting of a line of recipe-videos. The purpose of these videos is to lower the 
intake of meat among Danish men. 
This second part is introduced with a section presenting the findings from the analysis and apply-
ing them to the communication product. 
Lastly, the project offers a short discussion of whether or not the high meat consumption is a 
problem that can be solved through communication. 
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1.3.2 Theory 
The project introduces a number of different theorists. Here, we will introduce the theorists and 
present an overview of their theories and their function in the project. 
In Figure 1, we illustrate in which parts of the project, we are using the work of the different 
theoreticians. 
 
Figure 1. Chapters and theoreticians 
1.3.2.1 Lotte Holm 
Holm researches social and cultural aspects of food and eating, such as people’s relation to 
health, body, meals etc. in Nordic cultures. We have used her book “Mad, mennesker og måltider 
- samfundsvidenskabelige perspektiver” (2003).  
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Holm has been used to describe the Danish food culture. More specifically, we have used her 
terms “meal structure”, “food rankings” and “proper meal”. The purpose of including these is to 
describe the cultural norms that play a role in the construction of food practices.  
 
1.3.2.2 Bente Halkier 
Halkier is an expert on qualitative social research. She has done research on consumption pat-
terns in Denmark. We have primarily used her book “Consumption Challenged: Food in Medial-
ised Everyday Lives” (2010) and her research paper “Mundane science use in a practice theoreti-
cal perspective” (2009). We have used Halkier’s categorisation of different food practices and her 
theory on routines and reflectivity. These have functioned as analytical tools and have supported 
our argument of engaging with a practice theoretical approach. 
 
1.3.2.3 Andreas Reckwitz 
Reckwitz is a German professor of sociology and one of the central and most cited theorist’s 
within the field of practice theory. It is especially the article from 2002, Toward a Theory of So-
cial Practices: A Development in Culturalist Theorizing, which is important because it tries to 
locate and define the field of practice theory. For that reason, we have used Reckwitz to under-
stand practice theory and define the central concepts in order for us to apply them in our analysis. 
Furthermore, the theory posits the advantages of applying a practice theoretical approach and 
what the limitations are. The theory can be abstract and hard to operationalize. As a consequence 
of this, we have also made use of Warde and Halkier who have made further developments of the 
theory.  
 
1.3.2.4 Alan Warde 
Warde is a professor of Sociology at Manchester University and has conducted a great amount of 
research on food consumption in England. Where Reckwitz’ work is focused on defining the 
field of practice theory, Warde takes a more direct approach and focuses on how to operationalize 
practice theory within the studies of food consumption. As a result, Warde develops some con-
crete analytical concepts, which we describe in the theoretical section. These concepts can help 
us to identify our target group’s practices.  
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2. Food Culture in Denmark 
In the following sections, we will aim at describing the tacit knowledge, habits, rankings and 
rituals that construct the Danish food culture. We will use Halkier to describe our theoretical un-
derstanding of the food practices that plays a role in the constitution of consumer behavior within 
the Danish culture.  
2.1 Meat consumption in Denmark 
According to statistics from the Danish Agriculture & Food Council, Danish men in the age of 
18-75 years daily consume 140 grams of meat, as opposed to women consuming 82 grams in av-
erage (Landbrug og Fødevarer, 2013a). The male consumption accumulates to almost one kilo-
gram of meat a week. Producing and eating meat has been deeply embedded in the Danish cul-
ture for several decades, thus making behavioral change very hard.  
 
2.2 Climate & Meat 
 
Dansk Vegetarforening (Danish Vegetarian Union) (2012) has published a folder on meat and 
climate relations on their website, and the conclusion of this is quite clear: by reducing your per-
sonal intake of meat, or strictly eating vegetarian food, you will not only be doing the environ-
ment a favor, but also help secure the supply of food in the world. One of the main argumenta-
tions behind this conclusion deals with the overpopulation of the earth. By 2050 the world will 
inhabit nine billion people, and therefore the demand for food will rise as a natural outcome. 
However, the world’s dependency on meat is a big problem in this respect. More meat-
production is required and that requires a lot of resources connected to the earth which is very 
unsustainable if we want to reduce CO2 emissions and minimize pollution. More production 
means - for instance - cutting down rainforests in order to make space for farms. Production of 
farm animals will increase, and this contributes to the rapid heating of our earth in relation to the 
Greenhouse Gas effect. Five main points against meat consumption are specified in the folder: 
 
1) Production of meat requires big resources and results in carbon emissions in nature. 
2) Health: Scientific research points to a link between eating more fruits and vegetables and less 
meat with lower risks of getting diseases, for example cancer. Vegetarians are generally healthier 
than meat-eaters and tend to live longer. 
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3) Reducing food waste: Food will be saved if the animal link in the food chain is skipped. The 
crops we use to feed animals in order to turn them into meat-products could be used for human 
food instead. Again, resources will also be facilitated better by doing this. 
4) Economy: Price of meat is largely kept down due to government policy, meaning that a lot of 
money is put aside for this purpose. In other words, meat-production is bad business and a lot of 
money could be saved by reducing meat consumption. 
5) In the process of production, a lot of animals tend to suffer. This can be seen in many ways, 
for instance through a lack of space, castration without anesthesia and bad transportation facili-
ties.  
 
But even if this information was successfully distributed to the public, it would not necessarily 
instigate behavior change. We will describe why in the following sections.       
           
“Proper” meals 
Meal structures are embedded in every culture. These structures consist of norms, determining 
the content, timing, variation and significance of meals (Holm, 2003: 66). In other words, it con-
trols our expectations of food: which foods to eat at what time, how many times to eat a day, 
which foods we consider festive etc.  
Knowledge of meal structures is tacit, and it enables us to almost immediately judge if a certain 
meal or collection of foods and drinks are appropriate and proper for the situation (Holm, 2003: 
66). 
The norms surrounding meals are structured by different food rankings. It seems that food groups 
are ranked similarly in most countries, with grains in the bottom, followed by vegetables and 
fruit, with animal products near the top. All the way in the top is meat (Holm, 2003: 71-72). This 
is no exception in Denmark.  
We also rank meals, and the rankings are apparent from how much time and money we spend on 
making meals, how many people are expected to be present, how long they are seated, how the 
table is set, and a myriad of other culturally specific indicators (Holm, 2003: 73). As an example, 
it is custom in Denmark to pay respect to the host and the meal by starting at the same time, and 
not before everyone is seated. This is common at the dinner table, but it is not necessarily done at 
breakfast or lunch. 
 
In Denmark, breakfast is traditionally ranked lowest, and lunch is ranked in the middle (Holm, 
2003: 73). Dinner is ranked highest and is characterized by the frequent appearance of meat. It 
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traditionally consists of three components: Potatoes, vegetables and meat. The meat names the 
dish - for example, when asked what is for dinner, a perfectly proper answer would be “meat-
balls”, while answering “broccoli” suggests either humor or lunacy (Holm, 2003: 73).  
 
Norms are structured by the rankings, which are important when determining the significance of 
a meal. Products with low ranking, for example grain, cannot be the main component for a high 
ranking meal like dinner and vice versa (Holm, 2003: 74-75). 
2.3 Meat in proper meals 
Meat has a very high status in traditional Danish food culture. Red meat is ranked highest fol-
lowed by white meat, such as fish and chicken (Holm, 2003: 125). Meat is the center of the meal 
and the other types of food are organized around the meat. 
However, this understanding of meat as the center is not as present in modern Danish cooking as 
in traditional Danish cooking. This change in the food culture means that meat in some dishes 
might be an ingredient on the same level as vegetables and spices (Holm, 2003: 134).  
 
The way we view meat in the Western World is ambiguous in many ways. It symbolizes wealth, 
high social status, and power. It is also tightly connected with feelings of pleasure and enjoyment, 
but like many types of pleasure, eating meat is also in some ways connected with taboo, disgust, 
and shame (Holm, 2003: 125-126). As an example, nutshells, peels and cores from fruits are not 
considered to be as disgusting as guts, bones and arteries. Excessive meat-eating is also in some 
sense considered bestial and brutish, as it is too tightly connected with power, strength, passion, 
and aggression (Holm, 2003: 126). On top of that, many people today are concerned with the way 
modern meat production is handled. (Holm, 2003: 130-132). 
2.4 Meat and masculinity 
Studies show that meat-eating and the concept of masculinity are tightly connected (Holm, 2003: 
57). As described earlier, Danish men eat more meat than Danish women, and this trend is the 
same in many parts of the world (Holm, 2003: 59).   
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This is exemplified in the advertising industry, which have been branding meat products towards 
men for long time (JennAgain10, 2013).  
 
A good example from present advertising is the burger-chain, Carl's Jr. and Hardee's unapolo-
getically sexist commercials for fast food, which cater to a male audience by having scantily 
dressed models grill and eat burgers in an orgasmic way. (Funny Cool Hot Videos, 2013) (Sam 
Kitling, 2012) 
 
Dr. Hank Rothgerber (2012), who has written several articles on meat consumption, also com-
ments on how especially fast food advertising is reproducing the notion of the meat-eating 
manly-man. He writes: “Meat consumption is a symbol of patriarchy resulting from its long-held 
alliance with manhood, power, and virility” (Rothgerber, 2012: 2). He describes how eating meat 
is so tightly connected with masculinity that being a vegetarian man goes against the Western 
social norms of “[...] being powerful, strong, tough, robust, and invulnerable” (Rothgerber, 2012: 
9). 
 
But while it is clear that these social norms exist, it is a lot harder to explain why it is so. Holm 
suggests that it has to do with our way of aligning different ranking systems with each other 
(Holm, 2003:61). As mentioned, low ranking foods such as grains and cereals would not be 
aligned with a high ranking meal such as dinner, or a high ranking context such as a wedding. In 
the same way, we connect high-ranking people with the consumption of high-ranking foods, 
since men has historically held the highest rank on the social ladder, and meat has held the high-
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est rank on the culinary ladder, it is natural for us to understand them as connected (Holm, 
2003:61). 
 
Holm comments that what men feel are appropriate to eat says a lot about their own perception of 
their gender identity and their place on the social ladder. She predicts that when women attain a 
more equal place in society, meat will also be less important to our meal structure. She states that 
this would also explain why highly educated men, who are more willing to see women as equals 
and whose perception of gender identity is less shaped by traditional hierarchy, would also be 
less inclined to eat meat (Holm, 2003:62). 
  
When designing our communication product, we will attempt to keep this in mind, and include 
symbols of masculinity in order to avoid a perception of the message as directed towards women. 
 
Reflections related to our project 
The meal structure is known by everyone in the culture on a practical level, but most people will 
not be able to answer why these norms exist. It is therefore futile to ask people to explain the 
rules behind their norm codes. In our project, we have sought to expose the practices of our par-
ticipants by inquiring about their actual meals within the last few days, instead of asking about 
their general opinions or habits (Holm, 2003:65-66). 
We have tried to uncover what the interview participants think is a “proper” meal by having them 
draw a dinner on a plate, thereby revealing some of the categorizations they make. By asking 
them to remove one of the elements from their plate, we found out which elements were consid-
ered low ranking.  
 
We also kept in mind that culturally specific meal structures should not be overlooked when try-
ing to affect people’s eating habits. These habits are only partly controlled by rational choices. 
Holm writes: 
 
“The main point is the fact that humans uses and tunes food in such fashion that it creates 
satisfying everyday patterns. It is a right, which should be respected and valued, however, 
first and foremost it must be understood - by experts as well, who wish to influence our 
eating habits in a specific direction” (Holm, 2003: 78). 
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We have strived to uncover our interview participants’ tacit knowledge of meals and food in or-
der to create a communication initiative that respects these structures, while still providing tools 
for consuming less meat. In other words, we have not tried to revolutionize the Danish food cul-
ture. On the other hand, we will try to stick to the Danish idea of proper meals as much as possi-
ble while not incorporating meat in it. 
 
3. Theory of Science 
In the following chapter we will present our project’s research design. We will present reflections 
upon our project’s understanding of the world and how we produce knowledge. These choices 
are important, because they are related to the project's methodological approach and are devel-
oped on the foundation of the theoretical approach.  
 
3.1 Reflections on the overall research design 
First we will present some of our reflections in relation to the project’s scope and focus, which 
influenced the research design.  
The following figure 2 illustrates the importance of our pre-research: First we gained important 
insights by collecting pre-existing data, which consisted of quantitative and qualitative data. It led 
to a base for defining our target group. Furthermore, it created an overview of the aspects that we 
will deal with in the in-depth research.  
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Figure 2. Research procedure. 
 
In the beginning of the project phase, we reflected upon the dilemma of ‘meat consumption’ in 
Denmark. Most people know which foods are healthy and environmentally friendly, and which 
are not. Therefore, the problem has often turned out not to be lack of knowledge, but the every-
day routines and social practices that have an impact on Danish men’s meat consumption. Subse-
quently, we considered the question of how one could change the current meat consuming behav-
ior among Danish men when others had failed. Thus, the project does not seek to understand 
Danish men’s opinions or reflections on their own intake of meat, but rather on their routinized 
actions. Our focus is on how their food practices are carried out and intertwined with other prac-
tices.  
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3.2 Social Constructivism 
Our epistemological and ontological standpoint is rooted in social constructivism since we base 
the analysis of our data on practice theory. The theory is also referred to as social practice theory 
because the focus is on the social part of the world. It rejects the idea about an objective truth 
about the social world. Knowledge within this tradition is understood to be produced and repro-
duced by agents through social interaction.  
We adopt Kuhn’s perspective on producing knowledge, stating that:  
 
“Scientific knowledge, like language, is intrinsically the common property of a group or else 
nothing at all. To understand it we shall need to know the special characteristics of the groups 
that create and use it.” (Kuhn, 1996: 210) 
 
Thus, knowledge is socially constructed which means that on the ontological level, the way a 
given group perceives and interacts with knowledge and objects in the world is dependent on that 
specific group’s negotiated knowledge of a given concept. In the practice theoretical sense, the 
agents are dependent on their historical and cultural specific point in time, which directs human 
agents’ social actions, which can be understood as their bodily and mental routines (Reckwitz, 
2002: 253-54). Since knowledge is produced and reproduced socially, it also means that individ-
ual agents can contest and change knowledge through their negotiation of a given practice.  
 
Practice theory is a cultural theory that belongs to the socio-cultural tradition, meaning that social 
reality is produced and reproduced through communication (Griffin, 2009: 48). In the context of 
this project, practice theory understands communication to occur through practices. 
We have targeted Danish men and developed the project on the basis of practice oriented and so-
cial constructivist theory. It means that the project emphasizes the importance of human action, 
which is perceived as the central element in understanding human behavior. According to 
Schatzki, social life is reflected in social practices (Reckwitz, 2002: 249) We understand these 
social practices on a micro-level, which means focusing on the selected target group.  
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3.3 Hermeneutics 
We previously stated that the social world is constantly negotiated in terms of production and re-
production of the social reality. Consequently, we acknowledge that the production of knowledge 
and understandings of our investigated problem can be argued to develop in a circular process. In 
that case, we can understand the project’s knowledge production through the analytical lens of 
hermeneutics. It means that we start from one perspective, where we understand and perceive our 
research problem through our “at the time” present experiences and knowledge about the prob-
lem (Collin, 2012: 67). The process is circular because we move forwards and backward in order 
to understand our investigated problem. We might face an anomaly during the research process 
and as a consequence have to go back and reinterpret our data. The production of new knowledge 
can shed new light on the problem and reshape our understanding of the mechanisms that are at 
play in men’s meat consumption in Denmark. At the beginning of our research process, we read 
meat consumption rapports, analytical scientific articles, qualitative interviews and used quantita-
tive data as statistics in order to get a detailed understanding of the problem area and target 
group. By approaching the research problem through hermeneutics, we moved between collected 
empirical data and theory (Collin, 2012: 78). This approach, helped us to test the theory in prac-
tice and discover anomalies.  
 
4. Method 
In the following sections, we will describe the methods used in the collection of data on meat 
consumption among Danish men. We conducted 19 brief vox-pop interviews to explore the field, 
and then proceeded with 10 in-depth interviews. 
4.1 Commencing research: vox-pops 
In the initial state of this study, we conducted brief vox-pop interviews. Prior to our data collec-
tion, we had the hypothesis that most men perceived meat as central to their dinner meal. The 
vox-pop interviews made us able to angle our project and design our interview guide so that it 
was relevant to the participants (Ingram & Henshall, 2008a; Bush & Hair, 1985: 158). It also al-
lowed us to test our questions and uncover recurring themes regarding shopping and cooking 
habits. 
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4.1.1 Method purpose 
We started out by conducting many short vox-pop interviews to get an impression of Danish 
men’s views of dinner habits and the importance of meat in dinner meals. We used the vox-pops 
to search for highlights and patterns, to create a better base for defining our field of interest (In-
gram & Henshall, 2008b). We sampled the interview participants randomly, which resulted in 
several interviews including non-variated demographic samples of Danish men (Le Roy, 2009: 
108). 
We conducted our vox-pops in supermarkets, where people buy their groceries for making meals. 
Interviewing participants in the supermarket ensure that the interviewees are (at least partly) re-
sponsible for grocery shopping in their household (Bush & Hair, 1985: 166). 
 
We chose vox-pops as a method because it allowed us to interview the men were they carry out 
the practice of shopping. Also, by approaching them face-to-face, we hoped that the interview 
participants would give true and more complete answers than they would if approached with a 
questionnaire (Bush & Hair, 1985: 164-166). 
 
  
4.1.2 Conduction of research 
Firstly, we collected data in statistics and former research in the field in order to create a focused 
interview frame. We stopped 19 different men in 3 different supermarkets in Zealand, Denmark. 
These are often busy places with the chance of having easy access to interview participants (In-
gram & Henshall, 2008b). We interrupted their daily procedures and asked them the following 
questions: 
 
1. When do you plan what to eat for dinner? 
2. What is important to you when deciding on what is for dinner? 
3. What should a good (everyday-)dinner contain in your opinion? 
4. How important is that your dinner contains meat on a scale from 1-10? 
 
The participants in the vox-pops were between 18 and 45 years old. The interviews were con-
ducted by four different interviewers in pairs in different supermarket in Trekroner and Copenha-
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gen to minimize bias of social appearance, self-selection, and demographics (Ingram & Henshall, 
2008b). 
  
4.1.3 Analysis method 
After conducting the vox-pop interviews, the interviews were transcribed and then attempted 
categorized according to Halkier’s four types of food practices (Halkier 2009: 6-8; Kvale & 
Brinkmann, 2009: 225). This data categorization created a base for identifying and deciding on 
our target group and modify our hypothesis and research question towards more focused and in-
depth research goals. Among other things, we found that most of the men who were questioned 
did not decide on their evening meal before going to the supermarket and that many of them were 
(at least partly) controlled by their knowledge of the three-part plate containing starch, protein 
(meat) and greens. 
  
4.1.4 Limitation of our results 
The major bias issues in our conduction of vox pop interviews are those of sampling and re-
sponse. Firstly, we cannot assume that these responses are representative of the range of Danish 
men. Our usage of the interview results delimits this bias, as we do not use the data collected as 
end-results, but to that extent that the results can create a base on which we can develop and con-
struct our in-depth qualitative research. Secondly, our vox pop is merely a random sample of the 
researched group, because factors as time of the day, a day of the week, type of supermarket, and 
place in the country was not taken into account because we, over everything else, aimed for a fast 
result. Furthermore, it decreases the reliability further that participants may deliver socially ac-
ceptable answers opposed to answers that reflect their actual beliefs and actions. Inconsistency in 
ways of asking from interviewer to interviewer also decreases the reliability (Le Roy, 2009: 107-
109). 
 
4.2 In-depth research: Personal individual interviews 
As earlier mentioned and illustrated in figure 2, this project aims to produce a communication 
campaign to reduce men’s consumption of meat. To understand the meal structures and values 
that are important to our target group, we have conducted qualitative individual interviews. The 
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research goal is to investigate which practices are connected with the practice of eating dinner, 
and uncover the tacit knowledge of meal structures that the target group relies on when deciding 
on their dinner.  
 
4.2.1 Method purpose 
This research value qualitative data to gain in-depth insight in the patterns of the individual's’ ac-
tivity when structuring their everyday dinner. We question members of our target group individu-
ally to embrace the individual’s tacit knowledge and avoid situations where language and interac-
tion between participants limit or steer their memories and expressions.  
 
4.2.2 Conduction of the research 
Subsequent to the vox-pop interviews and analysis of the interviewees in connection to the theory 
about food practices and meal structure, we defined the target group: Men, who live by them-
selves, who see meat as an essential part of their dinner, and whose food practices are (at least 
partly) controlled by necessity. 
We conducted the interviews at the home of a member of this project group, but we also provided 
the service to conduct the interview at the participant's’ home or workplace. We conducted inter-
views with ten men during week 13-15 in 2016.  
 
The interview guide is short, semi-structured around our two main research questions, where we 
asked about their considerations about last night’s dinner, and then asked them to convince the 
interviewer to eat the specific meal. In a few cases, the interviewees could not recall last night's 
dinner, and they were instead asked to recall another dinner during the workweek. The interview 
contained two exercises, where in the first, the participant should rate the criteria he valued the 
most in everyday cooking, and in the second the interviewee was asked to draw a proper every-
day meal on the plate and then eliminate one element of the foods on the plate (Kvale & Brink-
mann, 2009). It was essential to ask questions about a concrete situation, e.g. yesterday night’s 
dinner, instead of general reflections. When we match the question to a specific experience, the 
interviewees will reveal the controlling elements in their decisions, and not only what they gener-
ally think and should think. In line with this, the interview guide emphasizes only the everyday 
cooking (and not the weekend cooking) to give the interviewee a space to tell why they cannot 
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manage to cook what is generally perceived as proper meals. We then asked the interview par-
ticipant to convince the interviewer to eat the dish to reveal what the participant sees as positive 
qualities in the meal, to avoid asking what they think about the meal. Lastly, we asked the par-
ticipants to draw a meal on a plate and then eliminate an element from the plate, to reveal and 
explain which parts of the meal, the participant values the most. (See Appendix 1 for interview 
guide and exercises). 
 
4.2.3 Analysis method 
The interviews were transcribed, and the quotes presented in the analysis sections have been 
translated from Danish to English (They can be read in Danish in Appendix 2).  
We have created a number of categories in order to classify different statements and create an 
overview of our sample of participants. Firstly, we handed the interviewees a number of paper 
slips with different statements or words on them. They were as follows: 
 
Taste 
Price 
Health 
Organic 
Fun to prepare 
Easy to prepare 
I know how to make it 
I don’t have to cook it myself 
 
We then asked them to arrange the slips in a prioritized list, where the one which was most im-
portant to them when deciding on what to eat for dinner was in the top, and the least important 
one was in the bottom. After the interviews, we used a point system to determine which catego-
ries had been ranked highest on average. We granted three points to the first priority on all lists, 
two points for the second priority and one point for the third. We chose not to give points to slips 
that had been given a lower priority, as the interviewees expressed carelessness while arranging 
the last ones, while being quite reflective in their choice of top priorities.  
When considering all ten interviews, the top five slips were arranged as follows: 
 
Taste (12) 
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I know how to make it (12) 
Price (10) 
Easy (9) 
Healthy (9) 
 
In this way, we found out which of the predetermined topics had been considered by our inter-
viewees in the decision-making process preceding the preparation of their dinner. We chose to 
focus on the top three topics, taste, prior knowledge and price, and used them as categories for 
further analysis. Furthermore, we added two more categories, namely “Opinions on Meat” and 
“Time and Place of Decision”. 
 
We chose to investigate our interviewees’ opinions on meat in order to utilize potential negative 
statements concerning meat to make sure that the message and the design of our communication 
product reflected this attitude. Potential positive comments on meat, for example concerning 
good taste and sociable context, were used to determine the positive connotations we could aim 
to create through the design of our communication product in order to appeal to our target audi-
ence. 
 
We chose to investigate when and where our interviewees made the decision on what they were 
going to have for dinner in order to determine their habits. We also sought to categorize the par-
ticipants according to Halkier’s description of reflection and routine in order to find out what 
their practices were determined by (Halkier 2010: 65-66).  
 
Lastly, we sought to categorize our interview participants according to Halkier’s distinction be-
tween four types of food practices. This was done in order to determine how our participants in-
teract with food, and therefore also which parts of their behavior would be most susceptible to 
change and through which means (Halkier 2009: 6-8). 
 
4.2.4 Limitations of results 
In these interviews, we see validity from a factist perspective. In relation to this, we kept the par-
ticipants in the dark about the background of our study, and told them instead that it is about 
cooking. This was to avoid bias and avoid that the interview participants attempted to provide the 
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information they thought we were looking for. Furthermore, the interviews were individual and 
not in groups to avoid reactivity in terms of language and interaction (Alasuutari, 1995: 47-48).  
The participants we were able to get gather through our own network are all young men with 
higher education. Therefore, the demographics of the interviewed men does not match the demo-
graphics of our (broader) target group. As stated in the section “Meat and masculinity”, highly 
educated men tend to have a lower meat consumption than average, and therefore the intake of 
meat among the interviewees might not reflect that of our target group (Kvale & Brinkmann, 
2009: 270). 
 
Furthermore, one of the interviewers are vegan, and might have subconsciously affected the in-
terviewees by providing positive reactions to mentions of plant-based dishes and no reaction to 
meat-based dishes. 
5. Practice theory 
In the following sections, we introduce practice theory as presented by Andreas Reckwitz, Alan 
Warde, and Bente Halkier. We use a practice theoretical approach to explore and understand the 
habits and cultural norms that influence the meat consumption among Danish men. This under-
standing will enable us to address our target group in a way that respects their wish to structure 
the way they interact with food in accordance with the surrounding food culture. 
Our interest is on the one hand to communicate behavior change, and on the other, to explore the 
sociology of consumption. 
  
The theoretical foundation of practice theory is first of all built on Theodore Schatzki’s work 
from 1996, 2001, and 2002 later conceptualized by Reckwitz (2002). In response to the cultural 
turns’ focus on individual’s symbolic actions, which saw agents’ consumer choices as being ac-
tive, conscious, and reflective, practice theory instead redirects specific focus on both agency and 
outside structures (Halkier & Jensen 2008: 52-53). It means that human behavior is routinized 
and constructed in social practices. Moreover, social practices can be challenged by medialized 
discourses in society (Halkier 2009:5). 
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5.1 Outline of Practice theory 
Practice theory is a cultural theory that aims to conceptualize the way a group of people under-
stands and interacts with each other and the surrounding structures. Practice theory understands 
social order as shared knowledge and normativity, hence, practice theory focus on the micro lev-
els of the social world (Reckwitz, 2002: 245-46; Halkier & Jensen, 2008: 62). 
Practices are constituted by two elements: coordination and performativity. Practices are first of 
all recognized by agents as a coordinated activity of produced and reproduced understandings, 
procedures and engagements. Second of all, practices are performative, hence, a practice is al-
ways carried out as a structured action (Warde, 2005: 133-34; Halkier & Jensen, 2008: 55). 
Warde perceives agents as both carriers and performers of practices, and he explains that these 
practices are organized through understanding, procedures and engagements (Warde 2005: 134). 
Using food consumption as an example, an agent has an understanding of the combination of in-
gredients and spices to fulfill the practice of completing a well tasting or healthy meal. Further-
more, the agent has embodied routines of cooking procedures, e.g. knowing that he needs to fill a 
pot with water, put it on the stovetop, turn on the stovetop, and wait until the water is hot and 
boiling in this order to be able to boil e.g. pasta. The agent will have different levels of engage-
ment depending on whether he is cooking for himself or for a dinner party with both friends and 
family. A practice can therefore be identified through activities of doings and sayings, coordi-
nated by webs of equally important and interconnected social dynamics (Halkier, 2009: 8).   
From a practice-theoretical point of view, an agent’s actions are not only determined by social 
structures, discourses and processes, on the other hand, practice theory does not see agents as 
having an intentionality that is not affected by the structures in society (Halkier & Jensen 2008: 
50-52; Warde 2005: 136). Instead, agents are understood as social beings, who in relation to other 
agents and structures co-construct normativity in relation to actions, understandings, and en-
gagement (Halkier & Jensen 2008: 58). 
  
We adopt Reckwitz’ definition of practices: 
  
“A practice is thus a routinized way in which bodies are moved, objects are handled, sub-
jects are treated, things are described, and the world is understood. To say that practices 
are ‘social practices’ is indeed a tautology: A practice is social, as it is a ‘type’ of behav-
ing and understanding that appears at different locales and at different points of time and 
is carried out by different body/minds.” (Reckwitz 2002: 250): 
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A given practice consists of different elements incorporating the tacit and explicit knowledge and 
bodily ways of doing, which we will explain in the following paragraph (Reckwitz 2002: 249-
50). 
5.2 Practice theory as an analytical tool 
In this section, we will describe three sets of categories which we will use in the analysis of our 
data. These categories will help us conceptualize recurring themes in our interviews, so that we 
can consider these in the design of the communication initiative. Since practice theory is not a 
unified theory, we have based our analytical framework on Halkier, Reckwitz, and Warde. 
  
5.2.1 Categories that constitute practices 
We use Reckwitz’ definition of practices to identify and explain the interviewees’ food practices 
and the practices that intertwine with them. A practice consists of equally important intercon-
nected blocks: body, mind, things, knowledge, discourse, and agents. In the following, we will 
present the elements relevant to the analysis. 
 
As Reckwitz explain, practices consist of routinized bodily actions, which an agent has familiar-
ized itself with, and through this familiarity, the social world gets its visual orderliness (Reckwitz 
2002: 251). 
Practices also consist of mental understandings and routines, which are certain ways an agent in-
terprets and desires a particular outcome. An agent has know-how of how a given practice should 
be carried out (Reckwitz 2002: 252). 
Agents use objects as necessary elements in certain practices. Objects help maintain social order-
liness, through the stable interaction between the object(things) and subject(agents). 
Practices also consist of knowledge, which is constituted by understandings of the world, and 
know-how of the connectivity of certain feelings and practice. The ways an agent responds emo-
tionally to a practice are dependent on the historical-cultural understanding of how to best re-
spond within that practice, and not only constituted by the individual. The knowledge is shared 
between agents.  (Reckwitz 2002: 253-4). 
Structures and processes are routinized social practices that are necessary in social agency: “Rou-
tinized social practices occur in the sequence of time, in repetition; social order is thus basically 
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social reproduction” (Reckwitz 2002: 255). Since routines are temporal and part of everyday life, 
to change them there has to be a crisis of routines in the agent's life, where they are confronted 
with a situation that challenges their practice. 
In Practice theory, agents are people who carry or carry out routinized social practices (Reckwitz 
2002: 256). The individual is understood to be the exclusive crossroad of bodily and mental prac-
tices. 
To understand our target group’s practices, we analyze our interviewees’ statements by compar-
ing their understandings, procedures and engagement. 
  
Halkier concretizes practices as being both performative and coordinated by agents in the social 
world. Halkier points out that practices often change through the performativity, since different 
practices can influence each other in this field, and there is room for the individual agent to ex-
periment and find new ways to accomplish the practice (Halkier & Jensen 2008: 55). In the fol-
lowing section, we explain Halkier’s categorization of Danish food practices. 
 
  
5.2.2 Danish food practices categorized 
In her investigations of Danish food culture, Halkier found that the ways Danish people interact 
with food can often be categorized into four different groups (Halkier 2009: 6-8). 
  
The first practice category, Improvisation over pleasure implies that understanding, handling and 
engaging with food is tightly connected with pleasure. They shop according to pleasure, enjoy 
eating with others, and improvise to enjoy cooking. The first practice entails pleasure as an essen-
tial part of cooking. Pleasure can take many shapes, but is often connected with experimenting 
with left-overs and spices. This makes cooking food exciting, and eating is ''best done in com-
pany with others'' (Halkier 2009: 7) adding a social dimension to the practice. 
  
Second, people categorized as Food practice as necessity shop according to their schedule, time, 
needs and wants. Food practices as necessity are when shopping and cooking are on par with 
other daily chores. Planning is not a big part of this practice, and there is an emphasis on immedi-
acy in that the food does not need to be extravagant or highly pleasurable - it just has ''to be man-
ageable'' (Halkier, 2009: 7). In other words, food is simply seen as something that is needed to 
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function and to do other more important things, and therefore, practices are related to what is 
easy and fast to cook. 
  
Third, food practices as health concerns being good to yourself and healthy in a broad term, and 
also by doing things ‘good enough’, e.g. feeding your kids in a way that is good for them. This 
third practice considers health in that ''food and eating are understood as contributing to the pro-
tection and well-being of the body'' (Holm & Hildevang in Halkier, 2009: 8). Eating healthy is 
one aspect of this practice, but other aspects such as thoroughly rinsing all the vegetables before 
cooking is also an important virtue. Furthermore, making sure that your kids and those around 
you eat the right thing plays a big part in this practice, as do making the food from scratch (mean-
ing no microwave dinners or fast food takeaways red.). Eating home-cooked, healthy food can be 
seen as being an extremely important part of a 'proper' meal. In a Danish research interview, a 
woman is asked how she defines a proper meal, and she emphasizes the importance of making 
the meal, dismissing microwave dishes (O'Doherty & Schiøler in Holm & Kristensen 2012: 148). 
  
Fourth, food practices as planning are that eating, shopping, cooking is part of planning practices 
e.g. shopping lists, weekly food plans, and shopping for good offers and stocking up. (Halkier, 
2009). 
  
Based on these categories, we investigate our interviewees’ food practices in the analysis. This 
enables us to understand how we strategically approach our target group. Furthermore, we inves-
tigate how we can use the fact that each interviewees’ food practices intertwine and relate to 
other practices in our communication initiative. 
 
5.2.3 Categories of routines and reflexivity 
Halkier adopts Warde’s categorization of understanding, procedure, and engagements, to catego-
rize agents’ routines, reflexivity and the engagement connecting them in different levels.  Halkier 
explains how the complexities of practical procedures (e.g. procedures in the decision-making 
process of consumers) do not always correlate with the presentation of logical facts. In other 
words, when presenting people with scientific reasons (e.g. climate change, health, or animal 
welfare) for conscious consumption, these reasons in themselves will not necessarily convince 
the receiver to change behavior. We define conscious food consumption in terms of buying or-
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ganic produce, buying local produce, lowering meat intake, and lowering intake of refined prod-
ucts (Halkier, 2010: 63-67).  
Routines are embodied, practical knowledge and procedures are taken for granted, and this is jux-
taposed with reflexivity, the mental structures that the agent is actively thinking about the task at 
hand instead of relying on routines. Halkier categorizes three levels of handling conscious con-
sumption: identifying, appropriating, and distancing (Halkier, 2010: 55-63). Identifying is when 
conscious consumption has become a central and integrated part of agents’ everyday life and is 
the only type of consuming, where conscious consumption is recognized as a practice (Halkier, 
2010: 55). Appropriating is the agents’ negotiated practical and social reflections about the do-
ability of a practice (Halkier, 2010: 59). Distancing is the way, the agent rejects practicing con-
scious consumption (Halkier, 2010: 61). 
In terms of these ways of handling, Halkier categorizes three consumption procedures based on 
routines and reflexivity. 
  
The first procedure, Routinization of reflexivity, is when reflections about the consequences of 
consumption have become a part of routines. This illustrates that the agents’ engagement has 
made reflection a part of the procedures of consumption, hence, the knowledge about consump-
tion is embodied and taken for granted (Halkier, 2010: 64) 
Second, Ambivalence between routinization and reflexivity is when agents are appropriating their 
actions, meaning that there is a conflict between their reflections about conscious consumption 
and their daily routines of shopping, cooking, and eating. Put in another way, appropriating 
agents have mundane reflections and understanding about consuming consciously. However, 
these reflections conflict the flow of routines and are not a part of these (Halkier, 2010: 65). 
The third procedure, Routinization as a release from reflexivity, is when routines override the 
agent’s (normative) reflections and help them to avoid these reflections. At times, ingrained rou-
tines can allow a decrease in one's ability and willingness to reflect upon a given task. This act of 
release could be caused by factors such as one’s economic situation, time, or governmental or 
market structures (Halkier, 2010: 64). 
  
As a fourth aspect of routines and reflexivity, Halkier notes the relation between Routiniza-
tion/Reflexivity and Engagement. The road to engagement, in terms of taking part in making a 
change, depends on which practices the agents consider in the initial decision-making process. 
For instance, young men striving to be perceived as masculine and muscular arrive at their deci-
sions of consumption in a different way than the student concerned about money- and food short-
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comings at the end of the month. In this matter, we need to define, which angle in our design of 
the communication product, will engage our target group the most (Halkier, 2010: 66). 
  
In designing the communication initiative that aims to reduce men’s meat consumption, we draw 
on Halkier’s statement that:  
 
“[...] a high engagement in consuming organic food (as in the ‘identifying with environmentalist 
food’ type) is not sufficient to produce a noticeable amount of changes in relation to society. 
Such agency has to be doable in fairly specific, practical manners” (Halkier 2010: 66).  
 
Therefore, we analyze the interviewees’ routines and reflexivity and the relation between these, 
to get an insight into how it is a part of the interviewees’ practices.  
 
5.3 Relation between product and receiver within practice theoretical approach 
In this section, we will explain our theoretical understanding of the relation between our commu-
nication initiative and its recipients. We will do so by using Bente Halkier’s distinction between 
five different understandings of the relation between citizens seen as consumers and public com-
munication initiatives which are based on or contain scientific claims (Halkier, 2015; 2-3). 
Lastly, we will briefly touch upon the analytical implications that the theoretical understanding 
has for our project. 
  
Halkier starts out by presenting four types of understandings of this relationship: The deficit un-
derstanding, the segmentation understanding, the network understanding, and the dialogical un-
derstanding (Halkier, 2015:10). She then proceeds to explain how these four understandings all 
have their analytical strengths and weaknesses, and she argues that they all share a common defi-
ciency: 
  
“The shared blind spot is that all four understandings fail to capture mundane practices and 
thereby underestimate the embodied and intersected character of everyday life as the context for 
mundane science use, based on public communication” (Halkier, 2015:7). 
 
Halkier here brings attention to the fact that the four understandings do not consider the impact 
that everyday routines and habits have on the way people meet and use public communication 
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initiatives. She, therefore, presents a fifth theoretical understanding, which embraces the context 
of mundane practices: A practice theoretical understanding (Halkier, 2015:7). We will adopt this 
understanding when explaining our theoretical viewpoint. 
  
The practice theoretical understanding of the relationship between the recipient and the commu-
nication implies a range of different assumptions. 
First of all, it assumes that the recipients are active and that they are deeply rooted in and de-
pendent on the web of activities which constitutes their everyday lives (Halkier, 2015:8). This has 
an implication for our project, and for the way, we approach our recipients. If it is the embodied 
practices that generate activities and consumption patterns, individual intents and cultural cir-
cumstances cannot alone change activities (Halkier, 2015:8). It means that the consumption pat-
terns of our recipients are not necessarily related to their knowledge of the consequences of meat 
consumption. Neither is it necessarily tied to their level of reflectivity or engagement in say, en-
vironmental change or animal welfare. This means that we cannot approach them with a tradi-
tional communication initiative based on the transmission of knowledge or resources. 
            Second of all, the practice understanding implies that communication initiatives become 
part of the practicing of activities and that it is integrated into a variety of practices, such as 
shopping, cooking and eating (Halkier, 2015:8). The communication processes are thus under-
stood as interaction, as the recipients actively co-construct meaning and find ways to use and in-
teract with the communication initiatives (Halkier, 2015:3). This also has an analytical implica-
tion for our project. If our communication initiative is to become part of the practices revolving 
around meat-consumption, it is crucial for us to map out which practices are enacted by our target 
group when consuming meat. For example, a person might simultaneously carry out the practices 
of self-indulgence (by eating something enjoyable) and maintain their muscles (by eating pro-
tein), when eating meat. Mapping out the practices will enable us to understand the taken-for-
granted knowledge that supports their consumer behavior, which will again enable us to create 
strategic communication aimed at changing this behavior. 
 
6. Analysis 
This chapter will collect all of the data, gathered from the interviews, and evaluate the informa-
tion which is relevant to our problem thesis. The analysis will be divided into five sections: 
“categorization of participants”, “decision-making, routines and reflexivity”, “analysis of dinner 
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practice”, “analysis of priorities”, and “opinions on meat”. Subsequently, a small conclusion will 
summarize the findings in “analysis findings and application”. 
 
6.1 Categorization of participants 
This chapter will collect all of the data, gathered from the interviews, and evaluate the informa-
tion which is relevant to our problem thesis. The analysis will be divided into five sections: 
“categorization of participants”, “decision-making, routines and reflexivity”, “analysis of dinner 
practice”, “analysis of priorities”, and “opinions on meat”. Subsequently, a small conclusion will 
summarize the findings in “analysis findings and application”. In this section, we will describe 
the different types of food practices that our interview participants engage in. We have catego-
rized them according to Halkier’s four categories of food practices presented earlier in the project 
(see Danish food practices categorized).  
This will be done in order to find out what we should be especially aware of when designing our 
communication product, if we want to persuade or help our target group to lower environmen-
tally harmful meat consumption.  
 
By looking at the prioritized lists of our participants, their statements, and their word-use when 
describing food and cooking, we have attempted to divide them into the four categories. The ten 
interviewees are distributed in this way: 
 
Improvisation over pleasure: 3  
Necessity: 4½ 
Health: 2½ 
Planning: 0 
 
For a detailed description of why the different interviewees were placed in each category, see 
Appendix 3. 
 
Firstly, it is important to consider in which ways environmentally friendly consumption, such as 
eating less meat and buying organic produce, is connected with the four types of food practices. 
This influences how our target group accepts the implicit message of our communication product, 
namely that meat consumption should be lowered. 
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Halkier argues that three out of the four presented types of food practices have the potential to 
include elements of environmental awareness in consumption, without changing the existing food 
practices (5.2.2 Danish food practices categorized). These are “Improvisation over pleasure”, 
“Health” and “Planning”. We will only describe the first two of these since none of our partici-
pants’ practices were controlled by planning. We will also discuss how to approach people in the 
“Necessity”-category. 
 
6.1.1 Pleasure 
Food practices controlled by pleasure often entails buying produce that is perceived to be “good”. 
Halkier argues that local products and organic products are often perceived to have greater aes-
thetic and sensate qualities than other types of products (Halkier, 2009; 8). In other words, the 
consumer might feel that these products are better, taste better looks better or make them feel bet-
ter than non-local and non-organic products. 
In our interviews, it became evident that pleasure and taste were important to many of the par-
ticipants. Three of these were primarily controlled by the pleasure-aspects of cooking and eating. 
One of the participants put it this way: “[...] then I would always make sure that there is…. that 
what I am eating is tasty and interesting” (Christian, l. 89). 
 
This means that in order to appeal to this particular group, it is very important to emphasize taste 
and include connotations of “deliciousness” (see how this will be done in “Analysis findings and 
application”). 
6.1.2 Health 
Food practices determined by considerations of health can include elements of environmentally 
friendly shopping and eating because the food is understood as a health booster. Organic products 
often have fewer additives and residues and are considered healthier (Halkier, 2009; 8). Consum-
ing less meat is also good for the environment, and there is a general knowledge among Danish 
consumers that vegetables are healthy. 
 
It became evident through our interviews that many of the interviewees considered health when 
shopping and cooking. Even if only 2½ of these were primarily controlled by attention towards 
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nutrition and health, many of them explained that they do think about including healthy items in 
their diet (see Appendix 3). 
As an example, one of the participants belonged to the Improvisation over pleasure-category, but 
still expressed awareness of health when describing his dinner: “I would say it is healthy [...] 
There is a bit of oil, but other than that it is good things and some protein” (Christian, l. 49). The 
dish was made from lentils and different vegetables with a base of tomatoes and onions. 
 
In order to affect the practices of people within the health category, and people who are at least 
partly motivated by being health conscious, we will make sure to emphasize the nutritional bene-
fits of the plant-based dishes (see how this will be done in “Analysis findings and application”). 
6.1.3 Necessity 
The types of food practices performed within the Necessity-category are not necessarily joint 
with environmentally friendly consumption, unless this is already a part of the practices (Halkier, 
2009; 9). This is because the necessity people tend to understand food as something that keeps 
them going, and therefore do not care too much about which types of food they are purchasing 
and eating. Their engagement in necessity food practices does not naturally open up for environ-
mentally friendly consumption because green consumption does not automatically help them to 
adapt their cooking and eating to their schedule and needs (Halkier, 2009; 9). 
They are concerned with cooking quickly and easily, and with eating something that is filling - 
often without being too unhealthy. One participant commented: “I come home and then like 
‘well, what should I make today, I am getting hungry’. Then I sort of take it from there.” (Bo, l. 
34). It becomes apparent in the interview that the participant is mostly motivated to cook and 
shop because he feels hungry. 
Another participant also touched upon coming home: “I came home like around 4 or 5 in the 
evening, so preferably it should be quick, so easy to make” (Mark, l. 28). 
 
These procedures of handling food can go hand in hand with green consumption, if cooking and 
eating vegetables is faster, easier or cheaper than cooking meat. It is important, however, that the 
dish is still tasty and filling since these are very important qualities to necessity-people. One par-
ticipant states: “Uh it has to taste good, otherwise I don’t want to eat it” (Lasse, l. 56). 
It is, therefore, important that we in the video focus on debunking the myth of the dry, tasteless 
salad, and instead provide vegan dishes that are hearty and quick to make. Furthermore, it is im-
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portant for us to consider that necessity people often rely on habits (see how this will be done in 
“Analysis findings and application”). 
 
6.2 Decision-making, routines and reflexivity 
In this section, we will describe the participants’ decision-making process when deciding upon 
their dinner in terms of time, place and other influencing factors such as cupboard cooking and 
social cooking. We have categorized their engagement according to Halkier’s categorization of 
routine and reflexivity of conscious consumption in terms of eating less meat, organic, local pro-
duce, free-range, more vegetables, and less refined foods. This analysis enables us to discuss and 
plan how to influence our target group to involve conscious consumption in their decision-
making process.  
Of course, it needs to be noted that this is the interpretation of the participants’ expressions, and 
based on which category they belonged to the most. Hence, the participants do not only belong to 
one category, but they overlap in different situations, which in several cases is a differentiation in 
their procedures concerning vegetables and meat. The detailed description and categorization of 
the participants is found in the appendix (Appendix 4). 
These categories enable us to discover the level of routinization of the interviewers’ reflections 
on conscious consumption, and therefore, we get a hold on how and where the participants get 
inspired for their meals and how their reflections on conscious consumption influence their deci-
sions. These influencing factors determine how and where we should plan to bring out our com-
munication product, and how we should approach their daily routines. 
  
6.2.1 Time and place of decision 
As stated in the previous analysis chapter, the interviewees seldom plan their dinners but are 
more likely to decide upon what to eat within the hours of dinner time. This is either when they 
know they are going to eat, or when they begin to feel hungry. 
  
One of the participants explains he planned his dinner a day ahead. However, this was uncom-
mon among the interviewees, and also for the interview participant himself, which is evident 
when he explained that planning ahead “does not happen so damned often because I am lazy” 
(Lasse, l. 30). This is a good example of how decisions are made on the very day. 
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Some interviewees expressed that they decided upon their dinner within the daytime on the very 
day that they were going to cook. Two of the interviewees specifically expressed that they made 
the decision when they were at work or school. This participant states: 
”We didn’t have much time because I came home late that day, and then, therefore it should be 
something quick to make, and then it was a wok-dish. That I namely sat and decided upon in 
school the same day.” (Mark, l. 22). 
However, another reason for this participant to plan his dinner ahead was that he was going to eat 
the dinner together with the girl he was seeing. This social activity influenced his decision-
process. The interview participant made his final decisions when he was in the supermarket 
shopping groceries for the meal. Based on the availability and the prices of the groceries in the 
supermarket, he chose to cook a piece of meat that he had at home (Mark, l. 18). 
Likewise, more than half of the interviewees made their decisions or at least their final decisions 
about dinner in the supermarket. The following statement is from an interviewee, explaining his 
usual path to decide on his dinners when he is off from school: ”I’m going to REMA, which is 
right over there, and then I think of what is on discount. Which vegetables do they have? And 
then I buy some things” (Jens, l. 35). It is evident that this participant, among others who decide 
in the supermarket, have impulsive decisions based on what the supermarket inspires them to 
buy, both regarding availability, price, and looks. One interviewee adds that he buys the groceries 
in the supermarket based on what looks good to him (Christian, l. 40). Hence, appearance is an 
important factor. 
  
Other interviewees decide upon their dinners in the evening and mostly do this at home. As the 
participant states: ”I come home and then like ’well, what am I going to make today, I am about 
to get hungry’. Then I just take it from there” (Bo, l. 34). This illustrates that their decisions are 
taken when being hungry and therefore based on their immediate needs, wants and haves. In 
other words, when they decide at home, they decide upon meals that can be made out of the in-
gredients they have at home, feel like eating, and is quick to make. 
 
Half of the interviewees based their shopping or cooking on leftovers. On the one hand, this 
means that they had leftovers in their cupboard or refrigerator of ingredients that they needed to 
put together. One interviewee expressed that he cooked a good “empty out the fridge-thing” (Ja-
cob, l. 12) by mixing the content of the leftover ingredients in his fridge to a dinner. On the other 
hand, two of the interviewees explain that they plan to cook a dish to make it last several days. 
As one interview participant explains: “I cook a bigger portion, and then I save it for some time, 
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hence, I do not have to cook every evening” (Allan, l. 16). Cooking once and eating leftovers 
spare them time the following days, because they only need to spend time on cooking on one day 
instead of four. 
In line with this, all the interviewees express that their decision about their dinner is based on the 
ingredients they have at home. Some participants (Allan, Kasper) specifically build up their din-
ner meal around the meat that they have at home. Others (Mark, Christian) decide upon a specific 
dish, then in the supermarket, he decides that he is going to use some of the ingredients he has at 
home, which in Mark’s case is the meat, and in Christian’s case the vegetables. 
As stated above, most of the interviewees shop for specific meals to add up to the ingredients that 
they have at home. Some of the interviewees (Anders, Bo, Jacob) explain that they mostly shop 
to fill up their fridge with basic ingredients: “mostly, I just make sure to shop groceries so I’ll 
always have food (at home, ed.) for the dishes I want to make … normally make.” (Anders, l. 
16). These interviewees shop basic groceries following that they do not have to do it every day. 
This connects to the fact that most of the interviewees decide their meals within the last hours 
before dinnertime, based on what they have at home. 
  
The four interviewees who routinize reflexivity express that they decide upon their dinners in the 
evening, and do not reflect upon this in the day time. This emphasizes the fact that reflections are 
such a part of their practice that they do not need to consider it before it is time to eat. 
However, we see no significant correlation between the interviewees’ engagement in conscious 
consumption and the time and place where they made their decision. Nevertheless, the identify-
ing interviewees decide in the evening and either at their homes or in the supermarket, can illus-
trate that those who practice conscious consumption think less of what to make for dinner be-
cause it comes naturally for them. This is in contrast to the appropriating interviewees who were 
more likely to express that planning their dinner as a specific dish. For these interviewees, it was 
important to know in advance what dish to make and how to make it. This can be explained from 
the point of view that they consciously have to relate to and decide what they should eat, because 
to them it is not taken for granted. Contrary to those who consume consciously as a practice, for 
whom cooking is more integrated and therefore the natural part of their routines. They might 
think about what to cook, but it is not conscious since it is taken-for-granted in their everyday 
consumption. 
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6.2.2 Routinization of reflexivity 
Most of the interviewees expressed some kind of identification with conscious consumption, 
however, less than half could be categorized as performing conscious consumption as an actual 
practice. Furthermore, routinization of reflexivity was often not present in all of their consump-
tion. For instance, one interviewee has routinized reflection concerning consumption of every-
thing but meat. 
  
Most of these participants decide upon everyday dinners that do not include meat, or at least only 
a little meat. One of the interview participants even express this as his personal philosophy of 
food: “80 percent of your diet must consist of vegetables. Preferably not too many carbs, prefera-
bly healthy oils” (Anders, 36). 
He often eats the same type of dish - a salad - because he values health and functionality in food 
over pleasure and fun. 
For these interviewees, vegetables and other starch-containing ingredients are superior opposed 
to meat, which they were more likely to cut out of the dish than the vegetables. None of the inter-
viewees are vegetarians, but when they decide what to eat for dinner, when cooking for them-
selves, they often cook without meat (Christian, l. 20). One of the interviewees was vegetarian 
once, and he feels it is easy to opt out the meat of his cooking, because it is already a part of his 
routines not to eat meat in his everyday dinners (Jacob, l. 78) 
  
It is a commonly held belief among the interviewees having routinization of reflexivity that or-
ganic foods are best, healthier, and most sustainable to purchase (Lennarth, l. 26; Jacob, l. 28). 
They explain importance in buying organic vegetables and meat, because: 
“organic produce seems to have a higher content of antioxidants and minerals among others. And 
because it is better for the environment. And when I sometimes eat meat, then it has to be or-
ganic… If not, then I won’t eat it, and that is because of animal welfare” (Anders, l 30) 
 
Two of these interviewees specifically state that this routine of buying organic produce is adopted 
from their family where eating healthily (organic food and vegetables) was highly prioritized 
(Anders, l. 26; Jacob, l. 28). It is evident that these interviewees’ high engagement in healthy, 
meatless, organic consumption is embedded in their routines. They identify themselves as con-
scious consumers, and it is a natural part of their everyday lives. This constitutes their practice, 
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because their understanding, procedures, and engagement all concern consuming healthy and en-
vironmentally friendly with equally high priorities.  
 
6.2.3 Ambivalence between routines and reflexivity 
The interviewees’ engagement in embedding their reflections in their everyday routines, is for 
some a more difficult and conflicting task. These participants do not have conscious consumption 
as a part of their practice because they are not fully embedded in their routines. 
  
The most general ambivalence between the interviewees’ routines and reflections is that their 
everyday cooking routines are constituted of simplicity and functionality in terms of filling 
meals. But their reflections upon healthy diets based on organic produce and vegetables conflicts 
these routines. 
To these interviewees, in spite of their general reflections of eating healthy, they often choose the 
solution that is fastest to make and will keep them full for the longest time. This is mostly regard-
ing cooking the ingredients they already have available at home, even though these ingredients 
do not involve vegetables. As one interviewee making an omelet for dinner states that “Typically, 
I have some eggs lying around, and some sausage or something. […] There is protein in it, which 
is filling […] I think it lacks a bit of vegetable – vitamins and minerals” (Bo, ll. 58;60). 
This is an illustration of the commonly held attitude of the interviewees in the appropriating cate-
gory. They know that they should eat healthier, but it does not match their resources at home. 
They choose to cook simple and filling meals, hence, meals that contain protein sources of either 
meat, fish, eggs, or lentils (Mark, l. 64). And they do this to the detriment of their health, even 
though they reflect upon it. 
Furthermore, they also express that they prioritize a short timeframe for cooking and therefore 
cook meals, that are not even ranked as dinner, because of a high content of grains and not vege-
tables or meat: e.g. open rye bread sandwiches and oatmeal (Jens, l. 108; Mark, l. 14). 
Another interviewee notes that his reflexivity originates from his parents. However, he argues 
that he does not embed these reflections in his routines as much as he knows he should, because 
of time and convenience (Lasse, l. 44). He emphasizes that he aims to cook from scratch, tries to 
buy the best ingredients, and tries to remember to eat vegetables. He is conscious about his re-
flections, and tries to embed them in his dinner choices, however, in the meantime, this implies 
that they conflict with his routines and what he actually feels like eating (Lasse, l. 44). 
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Another ambivalence expressed by the interviewees is that they are routinized in buying what is 
available and affordable, even though they reflect upon buying ‘correct foods’ in terms of local 
and organic produce. One of the interviewees state that he aims for high quality in the foods he 
buys, but he does not always have time and money for the shopping and preparation: “Anyways, 
I try to buy in terms of my budget and what I want, and if I am out anyways shopping for some-
thing that I feel ok buying, then it is more like that” (Jens, l. 85). This interview participant aims 
for buying local and organic foods. However, because of the market, the availability and the 
prices, he embeds in it his consumption less than he expresses that he wants to. 
  
In line with the factor of the market as creating the conflicts between the interviewees’ reflections 
and routines, other interviewees express an ambivalence in their routines of eating meat, and their 
reflections of animal welfare and environmentally friendly consumption. 
This interviewee, along with two others, is apologetic that he eats meat, because he feels as 
though his body needs protein and he “cannot eat lentils and beans” (Anders, l. 70). Also, he 
would rather eat conventional meat than no meat at all. This is in spite of the fact that he would 
buy meat based on animal welfare, but he argues for his actions explained by the general market 
for meat as an institutional factor. Local and free range meat is not available in the part of Den-
mark where he resides and the limited meat products available are too expensive for him to buy, 
even though he argues that he wants to (Anders, l. 70). 
  
These interviewees have values of consuming environmentally friendly, organic, healthy, etc., 
but these reflections conflict with their flow of routines in their everyday lives. 
  
6.2.4 Routines as release from reflexivity  
Some of the participants express that their routines and external factors legitimize less reflection 
and conscious consumption. Most of these participants, who distance themselves from reflexiv-
ity, explain that they do it out of convenience, both in terms of time, bodily knowledge, and taste. 
Taste is one of the most general arguments for the interviewees to distance themselves from re-
flection.  
When deciding on his dinner, one interviewee has on beforehand planned that he will eat the 
meat he has at home, and he then considers what he feels like eating as a supplement to the meat. 
He explains it as natural that he has meat at home. The different dishes he considered to cook 
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based on the meat, were dishes he knew on beforehand, hence, they are embedded in his routines 
(Allan, l. 36, 76). The same point of doing routinized dishes and planning based on what he felt 
like eating when deciding, is evident in the statement of this interviewee: “I just thought about 
what I felt like eating, and then it just so happened that it had actually been a long time since I 
last made it” (Kasper, l. 17). This factor of taste is also important for this interviewee’s routines 
of not eating vegetables. When he was asked to add another element on his plate of spaghetti bo-
lognese, he comments: “Oh, well ehm… It could be some side dish, some salad” (Kasper, l. 53). 
However, salad was not a part of the meal, thus, the routines that he presented initially. This 
shows that he knows salad and vegetables are what is supposed to be a part of a meal, but he does 
not include this reflection in his cooking routines.  
Another interviewee, who are placed in the ambivalence category, expresses distancing attitude 
to eating vegetables, because of the taste. He justifies that he eats less vegetables because he 
wants to eat something that tastes good, and not just be healthy and reflexive. 
In line with this, another interviewee expresses that he buys take out, e.g. pizza and falafel as a 
relief from reflections because of convenience in time and the taste (Jens, l. 138).  
 
Another external factor for having routines as release from reflexivity is that exercising requires 
protein (Allan, l. 7). Other factors are also the time spent and the perceived difficulties of finding 
an exact product that determines the routines. Hence, if something takes too long to cook or pre-
pare, and has a low availability, they would rather choose the simple solution of cooking some-
thing they know from the ingredients, they have at home or to make a well tasting meal, even 
though these will not be healthy or contain environmentally friendly ingredients (Jens, l.  63; Bo, 
l. l26, 74). 
All of the interview participants, regardless of their actual routines, express that they know they 
should eat healthy and that vegetables are one of the major elements of health. 
However, these reflections are not taken into consideration when making the actual decisions. To 
the distancing interviewees, convenience in taste and saving time is of the highest importance in 
contrast to health and environmentally friendly consumption. 
  
6.2.5 Conclusion of section 
When comparing the results, there is a clear connection between the analysis of food practices to 
this analysis of engagement in procedures. The two interviewees perceiving their routines as a 
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relief from reflexivity are also practicing meat as a necessity. The rest of the interviewees who 
see food as a necessity expresses an ambivalence between their routines and their reflections. 
Furthermore, the four interviewees, whose reflections are a part of their routines practice food 
within the category of health or improvisation over pleasure. Hence, conscious consumption is 
not only procedure, but a practice embedded in their high engagement of consuming healthy and 
tasty food that they can cook by improvising. This group of interviewees express that they iden-
tify with conscious consumption. Therefore, they are the easiest group to engage in reducing their 
intake of meat, because they identify with the arguments of improving the environment and in-
creasing personal health. On the other hand, the most general tendency within the group of inter-
viewees was that they expressed conflicts between their rational reflections about socially and 
environmentally beneficial consumption and their actual routines and actions. Put in another way, 
half of the participants are engaged in and reflects upon conscious consumption, but their rou-
tines hinder them to embed their reflections in their procedures. Since this group of appropriating 
participants has already engaged their reflections in conscious consumption, we need to target 
their embodied procedures, and therefore present a practical tool instead of presenting them with 
the information they already have.  
Based on this and the former analysis chapter, it is evident that those of our interviewees, who 
have the lowest engagement in cooking and structuring their meals in general, also argue that 
their reflections and their routines are not integrated. In line with this, the two interviewees, who 
distanced themselves from reflecting about their consumption were engaged by time and ease 
opposed to health and pleasure. 
 
It is important to be aware that analyzing and comparing ten interviewees cannot generalize the 
tendency of the majority of Danish men/our target group. Hence, the results can be misleading. 
However, there is a clear tendency that none of the necessity practitioners were committed to 
conscious consumption as a part of their practice. Their highest engagement in the practice of 
cooking and therefore our communication message’s pivot is to present meals that are fast to 
make. Another important point is that it is unlikely to change the taken-for-granted knowledge 
that is embedded in their daily routines. However, if we change one aspect of their routine (e.g. 
the meat) and target their engagement for their routines (e.g. use less as time as possible), then we 
have a greater influence than if we target the reflections and knowledge that they possess. It is 
evident that they all have the knowledge, but two-thirds do not embed their reflections in their 
routines. 
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Lastly, it is important to note that the interviewees are most likely to plan their meals on the same 
day. This means that they are dependent on the basic ingredients they have at home. This makes 
it important to use basic and easily available ingredients in the video recipes. (See how these 
findings will be implemented in “Analysis findings and application”). 
  
6.3 Analysis of dinner practice  
In this section we will analyze the ten interviews, and through this sample size we hope to un-
cover their dinner habits. We will analyze them using Reckwitz’ definition of what a practice 
consists of; mind, body, and knowledge, and Warde’s’ understanding of agents’ relation to prac-
tices through understanding, procedure, and engagement. 
 
6.3.1 Dinner as a practice 
Seven of the participants indicate that when they have to make dinner for themselves, they rely 
on their routines in getting them through the meal making process. Our participants explain how 
their routines are part of their everyday meal making (Christian, l. 49; Lennart, l. 38; Allan, l. 49; 
Jens, l. 49, 53; Kasper, l. 25; Lasse, l. 56).   
“I almost never look at a recipe. Instead, I will prepare one of the routine meals I know how to 
make.” (Bo, l. 54)  
Most participants make the decision on what they want to eat about one to two hours before they 
are going to have the meal, and then they often only have a general idea about what to buy. 
“I think I would do the classic thing and go in thinking ‘I want something [...]’ And then I chose, 
ironically enough, the raw onions and garlic that was at home... and then I bought some tomatoes, 
and that was what I purchased… But it was an impulsive choice” (Christian, l. 24). This inter-
viewee shows that his daily choice on what to buy is influenced by the leftovers at home. The 
participants often do not want to spend a lot of time engaging with the practice, so they rely on 
their knowledge along with their mental and bodily routines to make easy meals that they are al-
ready familiar with. Two of the interviewees express that they see everyday food consumption 
for themselves as serving a functional goal (Christian, l. 51) 
“I am not the type of person that makes food to have fun. It has to be functional, something that I 
deem healthy and makes me feel good to eat.” (Anders, l. 18).  
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Their engagement with the practice is thus somewhat low. Some of the interviewees express that 
health will be prioritized over time, but the majority express that the biggest factors influencing 
their routines are that they know how to make the meal, price, and time are. Having prior knowl-
edge of a certain meal will sometimes exceed the priority of health when they are pressed for 
time or they just want something tasty.  
 
“So yes, I would say that taste is important because the other is like very much a prerequi-
site if I have to make food myself, (...) Then I can, as I said, I might as well go to a pizze-
ria and buy it directly, and then say that now I won’t make food, now it’s not healthy, and 
now it’s not cheap anymore, now it’s just… delicious.”  (Jens, l. 63)  
 
The dishes the participants make are predetermined by their mental know-how about meal struc-
ture. The function of the meal is also predicated on this knowledge. Six of the interview partici-
pants express that one of the major functions of the meal is for it to be delicious (Allan, l. 76) 
(Christian, l. 53) (Jens, l. 57) (Kasper, l. 41) (Lasse, l. 56) 
”(...)And then, well then I also want it to taste good… What I'm making, that it is like... appetiz-
ing” (Bo, l. 54).  
Desires are connected to practices. Certain know-how and understanding are dependent on the 
agent's historical-cultural point of view. The interviewees have certain desires connected with 
their dinner. The overall trend among the participants is that they want the meal to be easy to 
make, quick, not expensive and well-tasting (see how this will be implemented in “Analysis find-
ings and application”). 
 
6.3.2 Meal composition  
Some of the interview participants express that protein is seen as a very important part of a meal 
(Allan, l. 72) (Anders, l. 14). It is seen as satiating and important for good health. 
“I think an omelet is like… Uhm it is a pretty good choice because it has eggs in it and stuff like 
that. There is protein in it, that satiates you.”  (Bo, l. 58)  
Their understanding is rooted in the knowledge that protein is an important nutrient, that for the 
most part gets more focus than the other two macronutrients; fat and carbohydrates. 
Their tacit knowledge of what a meal should be is displayed in their drawing and describing of 
their everyday dinner. From a practice theoretical standpoint, they will not necessarily present a 
true picture of what they normally eat, but instead they will present what is socially acceptable in 
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that particular practice. The information we get, then, is not what their everyday dinner exactly 
looks like, but more what forms of knowledge are involved in the practice when representing a 
meal.  
The interview participants, in general, represent their everyday dinner as divided into three cate-
gories, these being; starches, vegetables, and meat/protein/beans. (Bo, l. 68) (Jacob, l. 65) (Chris-
tian, l. 67, 69, 73, 77) (Allan, l. 64) (Kasper, l. 50, 53) (Mark, l. 44, 58) (Lennart, l. 68) (Lasse, l. 
77-78)  
This representation of a meal as being divided into three categories can be seen as part of the 
‘know how’ the agents get from the Danish meal culture, and their responses match the govern-
ment’s official recommendations, which is ⅖ vegetables, ⅖ starches, and ⅕ meat/dairy/eggs (Alt 
Om Kost 4). When constructing the recipes for the communication initiative, it should then be 
important to match this three part split of the meal in the recipe.   
 
Two of the participants discuss influences on food consumption gained from their family (Jens, l. 
63)”. “well I have, my parents care a lot about the food being proper and stuff like that. I have not 
fully inherited it, but still to a certain degree[...]” (Lasse, l. 44).  
This can be assumed to be the case for most of the participants, since food choices and culture is 
determined by the parents for most agents up until teenage years/adulthood where the agents 
adopt many of the practices they have learned from their parents. Their tacit knowledge of what a 
meal should consist of is thus contingent on the culturally acceptable notion of how a meal is rep-
resented. Their practices are passed on from their parents, but they also change in their perform-
ance of the practice, because, as Halkier and Jensen states, agents often experiment within the 
confines of the performativity of the practice and make them their own (Halkier & Jensen, 2008: 
55).   
This can be seen with Allan, who has a basic understanding of what a particular dish should con-
tain, but sometimes like to experiment with different ingredients in the recipe. 
“I know some dishes I can make uh, for example, lasagna, where you experiment with it a little 
bit, I don’t know what the end result will be, [...] There I can experiment a little with what should 
go in it.” (Allan, l. 49)’’  
This means that the recipes should try to emulate culturally well-known dishes, as to minimize 
the engagement needed from the interviewees, which is already low, and also make it easy for 
them to experiment with the dish (see how this will be done in “Analysis findings and applica-
tion”). 
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In relation to the composition of meals, the interviewees frequently referred to the importance of 
taste, prior knowledge of the dish and price. This will be elaborated upon in the following sec-
tion.   
 
6.4 Analysis of priorities 
6.4.1 The importance of taste 
Out of the six possible categorizations given to the participants during our interviews, the impor-
tance of taste ended up acquiring the most points, alongside the importance of prior knowledge of 
the dish, based on what our ten interviewees prioritize when planning their dinner. The category 
of taste was listed very often in the Top 3 priorities of our interviewees, even if it was not always 
the most important criteria. 
A likeable taste is no less than necessary for a lot of our interviewees, as elaborated upon here: 
‘’It has to taste well, of course, I am a big fan of that’’ (Allan, l. 57), ‘’Well, what I feel like eat-
ing, then I start by looking into the taste’’ (Allan, l. 76) and ‘’Taste is damn important too, of 
course’’’ (Jens, l. 49). It makes sense that most people would not like to prepare and eat a meal 
that they find distasteful. Lennart puts it quite candidly: ‘’And as for taste, that is… I do not want 
to eat something that is disgusting’’ (l. 50). Our data regularly suggests that our subjects often 
tend to plan their meals based on what they enjoy eating, and that is why taste is so prominent to 
them, as described by Christian: ‘’I would say I mostly cook food that you would like to eat, and 
then the economical aspect and troublesomeness are secondary’’ (l. 53). Additionally, the aes-
thetics and appearance of the meal are not particularly relevant in order to pitch it to someone 
else, as long as it is well-tasting (Christian, l. 55). When deciding on what to have for dinner, 
Jens simply tries to ‘’think of how yummy it is’’ (l. 92).  
In addition to being important on its own, taste is a factor that goes hand in hand with other ele-
ments of planning and cooking, such as experimenting with dinner, health and the dish being 
easy to make. For instance, Jens finds food items such as sweet potatoes, salmon and avocado 
recommendable because ‘’it is something that is relatively easy for your body to digest, and it 
tastes really delicious’’ (l. 90) which can be seen as health and taste combined. Taste is also con-
nected to experimenting and improvising with meals, as Allan points out: ‘’For instance lasagna, 
or another dish, to experiment with it a bit, trying some new taste-nuances’’ (l. 51) and ‘’If you 
add carrots to a lasagna, how does it taste as opposed to adding mushrooms?’’ (l. 53). It is inter-
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esting that Allan mentions lasagna, a popular and familiar dish to most people. This leads one to 
think that there may be a hint of comfort in experimenting with already known dishes. Therefore, 
one way of appealing to our target group could be trying to familiarize the product, e.g., showing 
them how to easily make a vegan lasagna. Kasper also uses the familiar taste of Spaghetti Bo-
lognese as an example of what a nice dinner is, adding to this idea: ‘’It is probably also some-
thing most people like. I have never met anyone who did not like it, at least’’ (l. 41).  
One of the participants states that he uses a soy substitute in order to get the meat texture and pro-
tein (Lennart, l. 14). It is well known that researchers, the government, environmental experts and 
health enthusiasts are interested in increasing the consumption of meat substitutes in order to at-
tract new consumers and cut down on the meat intake (Hoek et al., 2011). This shows us that the 
taste of meat is important, and for the dedicated meat-lovers it would be interesting to introduce 
the idea of meat-substitutes. It may not taste exactly like meat - or even taste like it at all - but it 
gives the impression that even though the dish lacks meat, there is ‘something else’ that adds tex-
ture and nuance to the meal.  
    It seems reasonable to assume, based on our data, that taste is almost always essential when 
deciding on what to have for dinner, at least to the degree that our participants want to eat some-
thing they like. We have to convince them that a well-tasting dish does not necessarily equal in-
cluding meat as an ingredient, and therefore, it would be logical for us to look at how we can in-
corporate tastiness into our dishes in relation to our communication initiative (see how this will 
be done in “Analysis findings and application”). 
 
6.4.2 The importance of prior knowledge of the dish  
This section pertains to the interview participant’s familiarity with their groceries and the 
process of making meals they are accustomed to. In fact, ‘the importance of prior knowledge’ 
was the most popular category, along with ‘taste’, and seems to be a deciding factor when people 
determine what to cook for dinner.  
“The most important thing for me is that I have some meals that I know how to make” 
(Allan, l. 49). One factor which further increases the need for ‘prior knowledge’, seems to be 
daily time constraints. Bo describes how he turns to simple, memorized meals when he returns 
home after a long day: “... it is typically when I get back home that I spontaneously decide to 
make dinner by myself. I almost never look at a recipe. Instead, I will prepare one of the routine 
meals I know how to make” (Bo, l. 54). So, when pressed for time, it seems the need for easy 
meals is more or less essential. Christian has the same approach in stressful and/or lazy moments 
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as he mentions his inclination towards ‘convenience’ (Christian, l. 51). Jens shares these senti-
ments and acknowledges the convenience of familiar meal practices during the weekdays: “... it 
does not take long, and it is pretty easy to make. That is the sort of food I make, not fancy gour-
met dishes” (Jens, l. 94). Lasse distinguishes between preparing dinner for himself and preparing 
dinner for his friends. When he is merely cooking for himself, he prefers to cook something that 
he knows how to make without spending too much time on it in the process (Lasse, l. 56). Once 
again, familiarization plays a part in preparing for and cooking dinner. With regards to our com-
munication product, it is important that we succeed in illustrating the simplicity of the recipes 
presented (see how this will be done in “Analysis findings and application”). 
 
6.4.3 The importance of price 
This section will go in depth with the category “Price”. Thus, we will be taking a look at how 
grocery prices affect the food choices of the involved interviewees. This factor was brought up in 
a handful of interviews and came in third place on the average of the prioritized list. A common 
tendency among our interview participants was a need to fit their grocery shopping within a 
budget. In other words, a fair share of the interviewees are students and therefore do not have in-
ordinate amounts of money to spend on exclusive groceries. 
One of our interviewees, Allan, mentions that: “I am not a millionaire, of course, so I try 
as far as possible to ehm… make something that is not overly expensive. It does not involve 
Kobe beef and caviar” (Allan, l. 55). The examples of Kobe beef and caviar are obviously exag-
gerated, but it still underlines the main point that Allan’s economic situation influences his choice 
of groceries. This inevitably ends up shaping his meals at dinner time. When asked to arrange his 
priorities, Jacob states that: “... currently ‘price’ is down here (i.e. low ranking) because I work as 
a waiter. I can afford to buy groceries. Had I been a student it probably would have been up here 
(i.e. ranked higher)” (Jacob, l. 28). This is an interesting perspective as Jacob describes how the 
element of price, and the accompanying practices, fluctuates in accordance with the individual’s 
economic situation. Thus, even though Jacob is not currently lacking finances to buy the grocer-
ies he desires, he admits if he ever was to study again that might change. Being an ex-vegetarian, 
Jacob is one of the interviewee’s who does not eat much meat to begin with. He explains how he 
is not inclined to spend double the amount of money on expensive meat, compared to a vegetar-
ian meal which suits him fine (Jacob, l. 74). The exception here is that he will eat meat on week-
ends or in the company of family and friends. Jacob says of meat: “... of course, it is pretty ex-
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pensive, but also because I was a vegetarian for a couple of years…” (l. 78). As one of the few 
interview participants, Jacob refers to price when asked why he would recommend his chosen 
meal (i.e. potatoes, onions, tomatoes, feta cheese) (Jacob, l. 12). “I think that it is pretty cheap for 
the long haul” (Jacob, l. 35). Lennart shares Jacob’s sentiments with regards to reasonably priced 
meals. When asked to describe his last meal, Lennart tells us how he made falafels from scratch. 
He then preceded to say that: “... it is also relatively cheap too, you know” (Lennart, l. 62). Mark 
also mentions affordability but in a slightly different context. “I mean, ‘price’ was especially im-
portant because it was the end of the month and my account was over drafted haha” (Mark, l. 28). 
From this angle, the price can be seen as an element of necessity that affects the individual from 
time to time. However, it should be noted that while price controls their shopping habits to some 
degree, they do not reflect heavily upon it. As stated earlier, the influence of price will fluctuate 
following the financial factors involved. 
The importance of price shows us that finances can impact one’s food choices in a myriad 
of ways. One can choose to focus on price when the budget is tight or if one desires to save funds 
to be spent elsewhere. There seems to be an overall agreement that a vegetable-based diet can be 
cheaper than a more conventional diet consisting of various products derived from animals. In 
relation to the communication product, this, of course, means that we need to focus on the af-
fordability of the meals we pitch to our target audience (see how this will be done in “Analysis 
findings and application”). 
 
6.5 Opinions on meat 
In this section, we want to identify the most common opinions on meat, which provide us with 
important knowledge for our communication initiative. The participants’ opinions are analyzed 
and categorized into opinions on meat as a protein, notions of masculinity, social activity, and 
ethics, which provide important elements for our communication plan. These categories are based 
on several participants’ doings and sayings. That being so, the quotes of the participants used in 
the analysis represent several participants’ opinions (Halkier 2009: 6). It became apparent in the 
interviews that there were recurring opinions on meat, which we will present below. We discov-
ered that most participants ate a limited amount of meat. Moreover, we found that these opinions 
were closely related to multiple identified practices such as necessity and health. 
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6.5.1 Opinion on meat as protein 
One of the most dominant opinions was the recognition of meat as something healthy and essen-
tial by being a protein source. 
 
“It’s not that I think that I need like giant amounts of meat or something like that… It’s not be-
cause I advocate that like, I am a man, and I need loads of meat. I just give it some thought that it 
needs to include some protein before it is like a complete meal” (Bo, l. 70) 
 
We see how the participant is sort of apologetic about eating meat, as can be seen in the analysis 
chapter Ambivalence between Routinization and Reflexivity. There is an ambivalence in his 
statement, where he reflects upon his own meat consumption and the fact that meat is believed to 
be a protein source. The participant reflects upon his gender in relation to meat as in the state-
ment. This participant’s self-reflection pushes the opinion about protein towards a more health 
oriented direction, where manliness and muscular growth is not necessarily the goal. This is a 
recurring opinion among the participants.  
 
For the participants, protein is also understood as an important nutritional factor and can be ar-
gued to be part of the modern health discourse. Protein intake is tightly linked to exercising and 
food diets because it is argued to build muscles, reduce appetite and consist of a relatively low 
amount of calories (Weigle et. al., 2005). Food experts have stated that we are in the middle of a 
protein trend, which is believed to increase even more in the coming years, which will also lead 
to a demand for alternative protein sources (www.foodculture.dk: 2015). At the moment, we see 
such alternative sources as dairy products like ‘skyr’, which is currently booming in Denmark 
because of the high protein and low amount of calories (www.foodculture.dk: 2013). Below, we 
see how protein and exercising are understood as being related to each other, according to a par-
ticipant.  
 
“Um… I think that potatoes are cheaper, and so is the gravy, and you need some meat with that… 
to get some proteins, especially if you exercise a lot, then I believe it is important” (Allan, l. 72).  
 
It is a commonly held belief that when you exercise you need more protein. We see this in Al-
lan’s understanding above and how the proper diet should be when exercising. Several partici-
pants stated the importance of protein, thus never expressed that there could exist a limit where it 
could get unhealthy.   
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Finally, the participants expressed that besides eating read meat products, they also ate fish. Fish 
was implied as better to eat compared to other types of meat. The participant Anders was aware 
of the ethical consequences of eating meat and, as a consequence, kept away from most meat be-
sides fish. We discovered how Anders distinguish fish from other kinds of meat (Anders, l. 58-
61) and if he could not eat fish, he would rather eat supplements such as “fish oil, flaxseed, chia, 
and protein powder” than eating meat as in chicken, beef and lamb. Thus, he ate fish 2-3 times a 
week (Anders, l. 59) as well as omega 3 supplements. 
 
“It’s omega 3 (a fatty acid, red.) and… yeah so, I eat fish oil every day. If I don’t obtain omega 3 
through that, then I get it through fish, which also gives me protein.” (Anders, l. 61) 
 
The opinion about fish signifying something different from meat (chicken, beef and lamb) might 
be a manifestation of the Danish government’s focus on getting the citizens to eat more fish (An-
ders, l. 58-61). It is also evident in the Danish Agriculture & Food Council diet-advice campaign, 
advising the Danes to eat fish at least two times a week (Danish Agriculture & Food Council 
2013). Moreover, the environmental and animal welfare campaigns have not given a lot of atten-
tion to marine animals. 
We can conclude that it is important to underline the health benefits of a plant-based diet, and to 
emphasize the protein content (see how this will be done in “Analysis findings and application”). 
6.5.2 Notions of masculinity in relation to meat 
From our empirical findings, only one participant comment on masculinity in the context of meat. 
Since our interview guide has not focused on this topic, it is not surprising. However, we cannot 
deny that meat-eating to a large extent is tied to notions of masculinity, which many researchers 
have suggested (Rothgerber, 2012). The social role and rank of women changed radically around 
the 20th century, and it has been argued to contribute to an increased consumption of meat 
among men. These developments are argued to be a response to the threat of the traditional mas-
culinity (Rothgerber, 2012: 2). Accordingly, we have to acknowledge the link between meat and 
masculinity when it comes to producing a communication product. 
 
We have identified several elements that are at play in the participants’ opinions on meat. To-
gether they create a typology where meat is understood as protein. The first point is that our male 
participants have a common understanding of protein as something that is necessary for good 
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health (Mark, l. 62) (Anders, l. 14; 36). Furthermore, meat is the primary source to obtain protein. 
Additionally, we recognize gender elements, such as masculinity, play an important role when it 
comes to the participants’ understanding of meat. We acknowledge that we have interviewed a 
group of men, where most of them have higher educations. As a consequence, we have discov-
ered that the meat intake is relatively low and that several of the participants understand meat and 
protein as health related. It can be seen as a limitation and therefore we should incorporate no-
tions of masculinity in the communication product to better communicate to our target group, 
which is not only higher educated men (see how this will be done in “Analysis findings and ap-
plication”). 
6.5.3 Eating meat as a social activity  
Most of the participants had a low intake of meat in their everyday life. Thus, they would often 
increase their intake when participating in social activities, which often occurred during the 
weekends. In the following statement we see how the participant believes meat is required in cer-
tain situations, since people at social gatherings tend to expect a ‘proper meal’ to contain meat.  
 
“Mostly yeah, I think I see it (meat, red.) as a social thing, and when you dine at other people’s 
places, there is always meat or fish.” (Christian, l. 26) 
 
The same opinion recurs in the following statement where the participant is quite sure about the 
fact that most people would love a traditional spaghetti bolognese for dinner because of the taste 
and familiarity of the dish.  
 
“I haven’t met anyone who doesn’t like it, at least, So you’re pretty certain that you can have 
something that they would like, if you invite someone over or have guests.” (Kasper, l. 41) 
 
This point about meat as a social and cultural activity is important to recognize when we create 
our communication product.  When making dinner for others, they priorities taste, and price is 
also not as important. “... uh, taste, of course when I have guests over, then I cannot serve some-
thing that tastes really bad, that I would normally eat myself” (Mark, l. 28). The agents have dif-
ferent priorities, because they have the cultural knowledge that a host is expected to provide 
something that is tasty and better than an average meal in the workweek.   
In order for us to change the practices of our target group, we could consider the practices related 
to a social activity as e.g. a dinner party. However, there is evidence to suggest it will be more 
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difficult to change practices connected to social dining, because they are more controlled by col-
lectively upheld norms. For this reason, we have chosen to focus on their everyday dinner prac-
tices instead (see how this will be done in “Analysis findings and application”). 
 
6.5.4 Opinion on meat and ethics 
The participants revealed ethical concerns about eating meat. These findings correspond to both 
Halkier’s (2015) and our analysis of the participants’ decision-making process, revealing that 
they are aware of problems of meat consumption, but these reflections conflicts with their rou-
tines. This supports our decision to take a practice-oriented perspective to the product and aim for 
the target audience practices. The ethical opinions on meat were represented through two ethical 
concerns, which were also related to each other. The first concern relates to the environment 
(global warming) and the second animal welfare (Anders, l. 30). 
 
“Well it is because it’s better for the environment and it’s better for me, and then I do know that 
there is a lot of cases popping up right now, where you can’t assume that the animals have been 
treated well when it’s organic, but it’s a good reference point for the lack of better.” (Lennart, l. 
48) 
 
For some participants the ethical aspect resulted in their relative low meat intake. The low meat 
intake could be attributed to the fact that all our participants are highly educated, as statistics and 
research show that highly educated men eat less meat and adapt more “female” eating practices 
(Holm, 2003: 62). Moreover, some participants stated that they preferred organic meat. From our 
findings on the ethical concerns about meat, we can argue that our target audience is aware of the 
consequences of a high meat intake and therefore we should focus on providing alternative ac-
tions to change their practice.  
 
6.5.5 Part-Conclusion 
We see how the participants are aware and well-informed on which consequences meat consump-
tion has on the environment. Hence, it is clear that our target audience does not lack knowledge. 
We have a strong argument for creating a communication product where we focus on showing 
the target audience recipes on how to cook meals that are rich in protein without using meat. The 
necessity of protein is deeply rooted in a health discourse, which the participants draw on. Sec-
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ondly, we have to focus on notions of masculinity since meat and protein are connected to mas-
culinity. The third element is an acknowledgment that meat plays an important role in social din-
ing. This will be explained in the following paragraph where the findings of the analysis are ap-
plied to the communication plan. 
6.6. Analysis findings and application 
In this section, we will summarize our findings from the analysis. These findings will determine 
the design of our hypothetical communication product, which consists of a line of videos present-
ing meat-free recipes. We will choose to focus especially on three buzzwords, which we will pre-
sent at the end of this section.  
 
It became apparent through the interviews that taste was very important to most of the partici-
pants. It was particularly important to people from the Improvisation over Pleasure category. 
While taste is a matter of opinion, we can use this information to appeal to our target audience by 
making the dishes appear appetizing, make sure that the still pictures of the food are aesthetically 
pleasing, and by emphasizing flavor in the voice-over and the accompanying text. We will 
achieve this first of all by buying fresh produce, arrange it nicely, spray it with water, adjust the 
lighting and attempt to include several colors of vegetables. 
Furthermore, we will collaborate with an apprentice chef from a high-end Danish restaurant, who 
will develop some easy recipes for us that ensures great taste. The chef will also be cooking in 
the video, making the different steps look smooth, and ensuring that the final dish looks deli-
cious. Lastly, we will strive to use words such as “flavorful” and “yummy” and emphasize taste 
and a feeling of enjoyment. In other words, we will aim at creating visual and written signs of 
“deliciousness” in a way that our target audience will be able to decode.  
 
The price was also ranked highly by most participants, and the interviews showed that their 
budgets were a controlling factor in their food practices. Nevertheless, the participants did not 
emphasize price significantly throughout the interviews, and it seemed that they did not reflect 
much upon it. We can use this information to make sure that the dishes we present are affordable, 
but we will not give it special attention in the design of the videos. 
 
Many interviewees expressed knowledge of nutrition. In this respect, meat was often mentioned 
as a source of protein. We will make sure to underline the protein content of our dishes, either 
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through the voiceover or by the accompanying text. This is an especially important strategy when 
catering to audience belonging in the Health category. The interviews also showed that it would 
be constructive to emphasize the minerals and vitamins content of the dishes when approaching 
Health-people. 
 
It became apparent that meat was seen as an important part of a ‘proper meal’ in social contexts. 
While it might be left out when eating alone, it was expected to be a part of a complete, high 
ranking meal. These norms, which are collectively held up by participating agents, might be a lot 
harder to change than the behavior of a man cooking only for himself. We will attempt to avoid 
signs of ‘social eating’ by only having one person cook in the video, and by only cooking for one 
person. 
In the context of meat, it was often mentioned as something ‘filling'. This quality is especially 
important to people from the necessity category, because they understand food as fuel. In order to 
direct our communication product at these people, it is important to create signs of ‘hearty’ or 
‘filling’, for example by using the words in the voiceover or by showing pictures of a full person 
in the end.  
 
Furthermore, it is important to Necessity-people that the recipes seem quick and easy. This can 
be accomplished by designing the videos with numbered steps and only including a few ingredi-
ents. The goal is to present the viewer with easy ways to create delicious meals, thus enabling the 
individual to create new meat-free alternatives that can be memorized for effortless execution. 
 
Our interviews also revealed that it was important to the participants that they already knew how 
to cook the dish. They relied on habits and pre-existing knowledge when cooking. We will try 
to respect this knowledge by presenting dishes that are similar to their perception of a ‘proper 
meal’. The dishes must, therefore, contain starch, protein and greens. We will aim at supporting 
their procedural understanding of how a meal is constructed, and we will attempt to create recog-
nizable vegan dishes. It means that we will present recipes that are similar in nature to what the 
participants already know, such as vegan burger, vegan pasta bolognese, etc.  
 
It also became apparent in the interviews that most of our participants belonged to the Necessity 
category, and had a low engagement with the practice of cooking everyday dinner. This is the 
biggest challenge for us when attempting to change the behavior of our target group because they 
will not actively look for the communication product and might not give it much attention. In the 
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interest of catching and maintaining their attention, we will use humor as a strategic tool. This 
will be done by introducing the video with a 10-15 second storyline showing a man who is ab-
surdly bad at cooking vegan dishes (see Appendix 6 for storyboard). 
 
Research has shown that vegan cooking and eating is very closely tied to signs of femininity, we 
will make sure to include a sign that connotes masculinity. This can be achieved for example by 
using big knifes, fire, spices or spirits, and by including only male characters in the storyboard. 
 
While these are all important considerations when designing our communication product, it is not 
possible to include all of them in the core message. As will be described in the section ‘The mes-
sage’, it is important to make sure that the message is as simple as possible to avoid receiver con-
fusion. We will consider all the presented themes in the design, but only three of them will be a 
part of the intended message. The message will be presented to the target audience in the shape of 
buzzwords. We will make sure that the visual, written and spoken signs correlate with these 
words, and we will include them in the header of the videos. The buzzwords are: Quick, tasty, 
and healthy. Their purpose is to convey and simplify the message and to help us keep focus 
when designing the videos, and while filming and editing. 
 
7. Part two: Design of communication initiative 
In this chapter, we will focus on the elements needed in order to construct the design of the 
communication initiative. Firstly, we include benchmarks to enable us to compare and discuss 
different initiatives in relation to our own campaign. Secondly, we will reflect upon planned 
communication, such as target audience, sender, message, product type and media.  
 
7.1 Benchmark of already existing campaigns 
In this section, we will describe a number of existing campaigns that also attempt to lower the 
intake of meat among their target audience. This description serves to clarify in which ways our 
communication product can contribute to the field, and we hope to learn more about how our tar-
get audience has been approached by similar messages in the past (for a more detailed list of ex-
isting campaigns, see Appendix 7).  
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We will present an overview of a selection of campaigns, which are aimed at lowering meat con-
sumption where men are part of the target population to get an overview of which dogmas influ-
ence the strategies in this field (Jacobsen, 2003; Appendix 7). In the following, we are going into 
depth with the most relevant meat reduction campaigns. 
  
7.1.1 The nine diet advices and the Y-plate 
The Ministry of Environment and Food of Denmark aims to help Danes lead a healthier lifestyle, 
increase animal welfare, and decrease agriculture’s negative impact on the environment. They 
aim to do so through “The Official Diet Advices” (Alt Om Kost 1, ND). It consists of nine differ-
ent diet advices. Among these, one advice is to eat lean meat, eat less red and less processed 
meat, and not to exceed a meat intake of 500 grams of meat per person per week (Alt Om Kost 2 
& 3, ND).  
Their other campaign is called the “Y-tallerken” (“Y-plate” red.), which is a simple illustration of 
the division of a proper meal; The plate must contain ⅖ vegetables, ⅖ whole grains or potatoes 
and ⅕ meat, fish, or poultry. The campaign material is a website, national campaigns (bus stop 
posters, etc.), and pre-packaged reports and booklets for different age groups primarily for 
schools and other institutions. The World Wildlife Fund acknowledges the new diet advice 
(WWF, 2013). 
 
It is clear that the Ministry of Environment and Food of Denmark sees their recipients as defi-
cient of knowledge on how to put together a meal that is healthy and sustainable (Ministry of 
Food & Agriculture, 2016). They strive to change the behavior of the recipients by providing 
them with information by the means of nine diet advices and by equipping them with a template 
that easily shows how the meal should be put together. We see, however, that the campaign is 
many faceted and lets the recipient engage with certain elements, for example by allowing the 
recipients to test themselves to find out if they are healthy and are getting enough energy. The 
campaign contains elements that have been designed for participation, and is not purely a trans-
mission of information from the sender to receiver.  It also presents a number of healthy recipes 
that the recipients can use, which suggest a practice theoretical understanding. However, the 
campaign mainly relies on transmission. (Alt Om Kost 4, ND.) 
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In our project, we will try to repeat this strategy to make our target group more inclined to incor-
porate our suggestions into their already existing eating practices.  
 
7.1.2 Meatless Mondays 
The American initiative “Meatless Mondays” had its start in 2003, and is now flourishing 
throughout the world; in Denmark the association “Kødfri Mandag” is from 2013. It is a concept 
that aims at making the target audience lower their meat consumption by omitting meat one day 
per week, namely each Monday. Narrowed down, the message of this initiative is that you can 
save the world by making a small effort. Besides their informative web page and profiles on 
Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube, the Meatless Monday Association has published a scientific 
report as a booklet describing the benefits of meat-free diets and listing the institutions and celeb-
rities who support Meatless Mondays. Meatless Monday has also published an informative video 
of Who, How, and Why to do meatless Mondays. The video uses humor and sarcasm, has rapid 
cuts, and the music is upbeat. In Denmark, Meatless Monday is spread through the media and 
both news agencies, universities, brands, city halls and celebrities claim to support Meatless 
Mondays. The chef Jamie Oliver publishes meatless recipes and video recipes every week and 
has a meatless-page in the recipe catalog of his webpage (Kødfri Mandag, 2013; Bardelline, 
2012; Heinricy, 2014; Astrup 2014; Salomonsen 2010; Neu, 2012; jamieoliver.com, n.d.) 
 
The concept of Meatless Mondays relies on its recipients to draw upon the resources it is provid-
ing and connect with its recipes, videos, etc. in a number of different ways in their everyday 
lives. This suggests a practice-theoretical approach. It depends on the recipients to actively en-
gage with the product.  
If you look solely at the main video, its function is to lead the recipients to the website and reci-
pes that they will need to change their behavior. While the video can be used to create debate and 
reflection, it does not provide any further tools for behavior change. The video uses humor to en-
gage the viewer, and presents three logical arguments on why Meatless Mondays are a good idea. 
In our videos, we will also attempt to use humor as a tool to create attention and maintain inter-
est. We will not, however, make it necessary for the recipient to look up the concept on their own 
afterwards, as we are not convinced that we can create this kind of interest among our specific 
target group. Instead, we will provide the recipes in the videos themselves. 
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7.1.3 Vegans Do It Better 
The organization of People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) has through the years 
published different campaign videos, posters, and articles promoting the idea that vegans have 
higher sexual drive than meat eaters. Examples of a short videos in PETA’s campaign “Vegans 
Do It Better” (Peta, 2014):  
 
A woman was hurting while walking up stairs and into her home, smiling when she sees her 
skinny boyfriend and throws a bag of vegetables at him. Meanwhile, the voiceover introduces the 
situation “This is Jessica. She suffers from BWVAKTBOOM, Boyfriend Went Vegan and 
Knocked the Bottom Out of Me. The painful condition that occurs when boyfriends go vegan and 
can suddenly bring it like a tantric pornstar”. Watched almost 3.4 million times. (PETA, 2012) 
 
On PETA’s webpage, they published the article “Men: Why Your Lover Will Be Glad You’re 
Vegan”, and the Daily Mail published a study proving that vegetarians generally have a better sex 
life (Dailymail, 2012). 
The message that men who eat plant-based meals will last longer during sexual intercourse, and 
decrease risk of impotence, targets men who wish to please and impress their sexual partner. Ad-
ditionally, the receiver group includes women who will inspire their sexual partner to magnify 
the sexual performance.  
The “Vegans Do It Better” videos are good examples of how humor can be used to create aware-
ness around an issue (PETA; 2009, 2012, 2016).  The humor is used as a mean to entice the 
viewers into watching the videos, hence sustaining their interest in the content. Thus, we will use 
humor in our video campaigns.   
 
7.1.4 The Engine 2 Diet 
The professional athlete and firefighter Rip Esselstyn launched the vegan cookbook Engine 2 
Diet in 2009, named after Esselstyn’s fire fighter station. Esselstyn advocated veganism saying 
that plants are strong foods opposed to meat and dairy, which are weak foods. The cookbook con-
tains easy, quick, and recognizable plant-based meals (Kanner, 2016). The book is a New York 
Times Bestseller. Additionally, Engine 2 Diet introduces a 28-day-challenge of eating plant based 
and doing exercise from a fire fighter inspired exercise program (Engine2diet a). The aim of the 
cookbook and challenge is to lower cholesterol, lose weight and gain muscles with plant-based 
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diet. The target group is men in all ages, who focus on having a muscular (masculine) appear-
ance, and view meats as their source of protein. The Engine 2 Diet has a shop on their website 
with Engine 2 brand t-shirts, cookbooks, and Engine 2 Diet vegan pre-packaged products. Engine 
2 Diet organizes their events in collaboration with Forks over Knives. Engine 2 Diet’s Instagram 
account engine2diet has over 28.300 followers, and Esselstyn’s hashtag #plantstrong has been 
used more than 64.000 times. Their Facebook page has 122.700 followers (Engine2diet b) 
  
“The Engine 2 Diet” is a good example of an initiative that is designed to be used as a tool in the 
everyday life of its recipients: it provides both the recipes, the vegan products and the workout-
programmes. The whole campaign is geared towards behavior change, and it uses different tools 
to engage and motivate the recipient, for example by letting them participate in the 28-day chal-
lenge and the different events, creating a sense of achievement and community.  
What is interesting to us about the campaign is how it caters to a male audience. It labels certain 
kinds of produce as “strong foods” and utilizes the heavily masculinized image of the firefighter 
to promote it. Food is on the website described as “Fuel for your body”, which goes nicely with 
the engine-metaphor, and the reader is encouraged with slogans like “Power up your life”. 
 
7.2 Planned Communication 
In this section, we will describe the different aspects of communication planning that we have 
taken into consideration when planning our communication product. We will present our inten-
tions with the choices we have made regarding the design of our product. 
 
This project examines the fact that Denmark is considered to be one of the highest meat-
consuming countries in the world. The project aims to uncover the reasons for Danish men’s con-
sumption of meat.  
Furthermore, we attempt to change the meat-eating habit diets towards a less meat-based diet 
within our target group and ultimately the person’s view on meat consumption by our communi-
cation product.   
In order to successfully change behavior, several aspects of communication planning needs to be 
taken into consideration. (Jacobsen, 2003). The main points are the audience, message, media, 
sender and context and the relation between these elements.  
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7.2.1 Target audience 
As an essential part of the initial communication planning, we needed to define to whom we 
communicate. We must consider: 
- Target population who are the total group you want to influence to change behavior 
- Target segments, which is divisions of the target population in homogenous groups  
- Receiver group who will actually see and receive the communication message 
- Buyers who makes decisions about consuming the product 
- Influencers who has influence on the target population’s decision-making but are not part 
of the target population (Felland, 2014: 51; Windahl et al., 2009: 19) 
 
Especially when communicating with few resources, it is needed to focus on a tangible, manage-
able segment of the target population. We do this by segmenting the target group into a demo-
graphic group of age and residence to enable statistical measuring, and also segment based on 
attitudes, values, culture, and motivation to receive messages about the topic. Specifically, behav-
ior is important in communication from a practice theoretical angle (Windahl et al., 2009; Fel-
land, 2014; Jacobsen, 2003; Halkier, 2015).  
 
7.2.2 This project’s target audience 
In this project, we segment our target group by their behavior, values and demographic criteria. 
On the basis of statistics indicating that Danish men annually eat 60 kg meat, and women annu-
ally eat 38 kg meat, we chose to focus on men, because their consumption is almost double as 
high as for women (Landbrug og Fødevarer, 2013a). To narrow down our target group, we con-
ducted a vox pop, interviewing a random sample of Danish men about their food habits and how 
they value meat in their meals (read more about our vox pop in Appendix 7). We categorized the 
vox pop participants according to Halkier’s division of Danes’ food practices (Halkier 2009: 6-8). 
Our target group is Danish men above the age of 18. They live by themselves e.g. not with fam-
ily, girlfriend, or children. Put in another way, the men in the target group are solely responsible 
for buying and making dinner for themselves in their everyday lives.  
For the target group, meat is easy to cook, and more importantly, meat is an essential part of a 
‘proper meal’ (Holm, 2003). A vox pop participant expressed meat as a part of a proper dinner:  
''I think there has to be meat of some kind'' (Appendix 7, Vox pop, l. 24).  As a result of the vox 
pop interviews, most of the questioned men expressed that food consumption was simply some-
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thing that is needed to function and to do other more important things, and therefore practices are 
related to what is easy and fast to cook. Exemplified in one of the interviews:  
 
''I often do that when I get home, either from Uni or from work, and when I walk straight past this 
store at the end of my street. Yes, it is just how I feel in the moment''. (Appendix 7, Vox pop 18, l. 
2) 
 
For this 24-year old man, improvisation, convenience and speed are key, because the food plan-
ning comes after his plans of school and work. 
To increase focus, the research object is everyday dinner practices. The interviews revealed a 
clear difference in everyday cooking and weekend meals. The interviewees expressed a change in 
habits during the weekends from ease and simplicity to luxury, because of a relaxed, festive at-
mosphere and having company of other people. 
According to Jan Fellands segmentation of target audience’s prior motivation to engage with and 
accept a communication message, it is evident that our target group will have a degree of resis-
tance in their willingness to engage and accept the message about lowering meat intake. There-
fore, our target group is placed in Felland’s category of “The resistant” audiences. Our target 
group know that they should engage in the topic, but this is not always reflected in their behavior, 
as we concluded in the chapter ‘Ambivalence between routinization and reflexivity’ (Felland, 
2014: 58). It is evident from our interviews that our target group recognize the consequences of 
eating meat, however, meat is still highly embedded in their everyday food practices. As a conse-
quence of our audience’s reflexivity, our strategy is not to engage our audience from a deficit 
knowledge perspective, but we approach them from a practice theoretical perspective, in order to 
help them better engage and absorb the information.   
 
Relation between the target audience and communication planners 
As communication planners, we need to focus upon influencing the individual's everyday prac-
tice, because practice theory posits that change is possible in the everyday performance of the 
practice. The agent is guided by norms in the social environment. We are not trying to change 
their norms, but instead carry out communication that matches the target group’s norms. As Win-
dahl et al. argues:  
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“while group norms can function as an obstacle to communication with members of a 
group, they also can enhance the communication effects if the message fits within these 
norms” (Windahl et al., 2009: 35) 
 
Since social norms can hinder the target group’s willingness to change behavior, we will focus on 
easier changeable food structures, namely those embedded in everyday dinners. 
Additionally, the cultural context of the target group is necessary to comprehend in order for us 
to understand why our target group behaves the way it does (Windahl et al., 2009: 26). According 
to Windahl et al. the relation between the sender and the receiver can be enhanced “when the 
communicating parties share common characteristics (with the target group)” (Windahl et al., 
2009: 28). Similar to what is stated above, we find ourselves in a relatively comfortable position 
when looking at common characteristics between us and our target group.  
In connection to culture, the public opinion has a significant impact on the way the subject 
chooses to decode the communicator’s message. The interpretation will be affected by how the 
general public perceives the food culture, thus affecting the individual’s answer.  
7.2.3 The Message 
When planning communication, we note that there is often a difference between the sender’s rea-
sons and aims for communicating and the message that the target group is meant to receive (Ja-
cobsen, 2003; Windahl et al., 2009). In this project: 
 
● the sender’s motive is to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by minimizing consumption of 
animal agriculture, but 
● the message received by the target group is that meals with only vegetable produce will 
be quicker, tastier and healthier than meat meals. 
 
It is crucial to avoid receiver confusion, and to make sure that there is only one message and that 
it is stated clearly. By communicating multiple messages, the product and the aim is likely to be 
misunderstood (Jacobsen, 2003; Windahl et al., 2009; Jenkins, 2007). 
 
Subsequential, the effect that the sender intends to have on micro level – on the target group – 
differs from the intended effect on macro level – on the sender. On the micro level, this project 
intends to change behavior from eating meat to cooking meals without meat. Put in another way, 
the product does not aim at making the audience evaluate their own consumption habits, it only 
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provides a simple tool to ease problems they have in their everyday lives: Cooking, which can be 
seen as time-consuming, uninteresting and difficult (Jacobsen, 2003; Windahl et al., 2009). 
 
If we assume that time, taste, and health are some of the reasons behind Danish men purchasing, 
cooking and eating a lot meat, then we want to offer them an alternative that includes less meat, 
but is just as easy, cheap and fast to make. 
 
7.2.4 The product 
Our communication initiative will consist of three videos produced specifically for distribution 
through social media platforms. Each video will consist of two parallel storylines, different in 
contrast from the other, however, each involving one man cooking a meal without meat. The first 
storyline consists of a man unable cook or handling the ingredients properly, thus, presenting an 
unaesthetic, homogenous mass of either uncooked, whole or overcooked food. The second 
storyline is shot in the style of a TV-cooking show in the kitchen of a well-renowned restaurant 
where a chef cooks a quick and easy meal with basic ingredients. The two stories will be pre-
sented in the video within a sequential curve of action, starting with a presentation of the person, 
who is unable to cook. Hereafter, we present the ingredients, the cooking, and the dinner result 
(which will be bad). The first story is a well-known problem and daily routine by which the target 
group can identify themselves (Burgees, 2008). This is evident from the interview, where Jacob 
states that: “It is usually like this, that I shop for a couple of days, and then just mix it together 
like that. I don’t really, I don’t find a recipe and then go after what it says. It becomes more 
something like, what’s in the fridge” (Jacob, l. 14).  
 
Our intention is to incorporate humor as a mean to swiftly establish as well as maintain our view-
ers’ attention from the beginning. Thus, the first storyline presents a man and his inability to 
cook. By presenting the contrasts of the first and second cooking story, the humor will be main-
tained throughout the video. The use of humor in our videos will hopefully retain our target 
group’s interest despite the “cooking”-content. However, one can argue that the disadvantage of 
such gimmicks might remove the attention from the actual recipe, so that the viewers will re-
member the video, but not the content. 
 
The purpose of the second storyline is to present a concrete solution as well as set of tools for the 
target group to go about cooking. Further on, the reasoning for choosing a professional chef re-
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lates to the fact that the viewers are evidently more inclined to preserve their interest in the video 
content, if such is done in a professional context (Dijck, 2013: 121).  
 
The total length of each video will be about 40-60 seconds in order to maintain the attention of 
the viewers. In each video, the identical chef will present a new easy recipe using well-known 
cooking methods and basic ingredients. By including a chef from a well-renowned restaurant to 
prepare the courses one can argue the fact that it will reflect reliability and authority, due to the 
chef’s professionalism and skills. Furthermore, it will put the cooking and the dish in the center 
of attention. Furthermore, it might also reach people, who are interested in cooking.  
The videos will be accompanied by a hashtag, e.g. #DudeDinner, #Brotein or #ManMeal, which 
both plays on humor and masculinity. The hashtags will allow the viewers to engage with the 
concept, for example by uploading pictures of their meal or using the hashtag in status updates, as 
well as making any future videos recognizable within the brand. (Windahl et al, 2009; Jacobsen, 
2008). 
 
We have chosen to approach the target group with these recipes, since they are often hard to 
reach with arguments or logic, as their eating practices are controlled by their in-
come/time/schedule, and is therefore not affected much by their reflections on food. The chef 
from the videos designed the recipes in relation to the result of our interviews. As stated in our 
analysis of the interviews, the qualities of the meals that our interviewees rate the highest are 
taste, knowing how to cook it, price, simplicity, and health. As stated before, the recipes will fo-
cus specifically on how to: 
  
1. Cook tasty food 
2. Be quick to make (by simple and fast cooking) 
3. Be healthy (good nutrition and protein sources) 
7.2.5 The media 
Our choice of media determines the audience’s expectations of the video, and the video reflects 
our choice of media. By strategies of viral marketing, we have chosen to spread the videos 
through social media, namely the channels YouTube and Facebook. These media channels are 
used for entertainment, and the videos that are distributed through especially Facebook are short 
and concise. To meet the anticipations of the media’s users, the videos must be short, humorous, 
and containing only one message (Jacobsen, 2003: 58; Jenkins, 2007). The audience will not ex-
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pect a two-hour, detailed cooking show as a part of the News Feed video clip, and this could lead 
to their confusion and lack of interest (Windahl et al., 2009; Jacobsen, 2003; Jenkins, 2007). 
We plan our video to spread on Facebook, by the dynamics of viral videos by rapid sharing, lik-
ing and commenting. Spreading the videos online is a marketing tool to get the effects from word 
of mouth and the users’ networks. By using humor and providing a tool (the recipes), the video 
entertains and informs the viewers. If the viewers feel engaged and entertained, the video has in-
creased its chances of sharing, liking, and commenting. However, one of the consequences of us-
ing this user-based media channel for distribution is that the sender loses control of how the re-
ceivers use the media, and therefore we cannot determine the outcome in advance. The social 
media channels have different purposes and functions, therefore, we increase the possibility of 
spreading the video, if we distribute the videos on several channels. YouTube’s primary content 
is videos based on entertainment and knowledge, and the videos are engaging the users (Burgees, 
2008; Burgees & Green, 2009). YouTube and Facebook are integrated, and by sharing the You-
Tube video on Facebook, both the video and the permalink are maintained. Facebook has multi-
ple features that eases the process of spreading videos and content in general. In this channel, 
every unique user has their own News Feed, which shows updates from their network, and be-
cause of the functions, the users not only see what their friends and followed pages share, but 
also what they like and comment, even on posts that the user him- or herself does not follow. 
Facebook states:  
 
“The stories that show in your News Feed are influenced by your connections and activity 
on Facebook. The number of comments and likes a post receives and what kind of story it 
is (ex: photo, video, status update) can also make it more likely to appear in your News 
Feed.” (Facebook, 2016) 
 
Hence, both the people and pages that the users interact with on Facebook, and the popularity of 
a post, are factors that determines the spreadability of a post. Our aim is to increase the video's 
popularity to make it flourish in our target group’s online networks, because users are more likely 
to consider products that are popular, because of recommendations from other people (Burgees, 
2008: 1; Dijck, 2013: 115+125; Jenkins, 2007). 
Furthermore, Facebook have an auto play function meaning that when a user scrolls by a video 
on their News Feed it automatically starts playing on mute. This means that the users will see the 
video even though they did not press play. 
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As stated by Henry Jenkins, the key to success in marketing on social media is to focus on im-
proving the product’s spreadability (Jenkins 2007). Since our target group is not interested in 
food, we aim to affect them by means of humor. Given that the video contains recipes, the viewer 
will understand it in line with the genre of video cooking, and will thereby have expectations of 
the video. By adding humor and exaggeration, the video has a surprise effect, which is also a 
hook on the viewer’s attention. In terms of producing videos with spreadable content, Jenkins 
states: “It is through this process of spreading that the content gains greater resonance in the cul-
ture, taking on new meanings, finding new audiences, attracting new markets, and generating 
new values” (Jenkins, 2007: 73-74). 
This leads to a disadvantage of aiming to produce spreadable videos, because if the video does 
not have a hook to catch and maintain attention, it will rarely be seen, understood, and shared, 
and thereby it undermines its purpose. If the audience interpret the video differently from the 
sender, it will also decrease its spreadability. Following, we focus on not having conflicting and 
mixed messages, instead we produce the videos with a clear and simple message (Jenkins, 2007). 
  
7.2.6 The sender 
A positive relation between the sender and the audience can increase the possibility of videos. 
Dijck (2013) argues that the sender and receiver relation based on authority, popularity, reach, 
and reputation determines a product’s commercial value (Dijck, 2013: 117). When the videos are 
spread through social media, the viewer will see several senders: the organization behind the 
video, the page that shared the video, and the friend who liked, commented, or re-posted the 
video. Furthermore, the viewer’s goodwill, and hereby willingness to like, comment or share the 
video will increase if the viewer perceives the video as fulfilling his or her needs and entertain-
ment. Opposing, if the viewer perceives that the sender has more benefits, e.g. economic growth, 
than the viewer self, this will decrease goodwill and interest. In the videos, merely because of his 
presence, the Chef and the restaurant where he works will act as senders, which increase the pro-
fessionalism of the videos and the recipes (Dijck, 2013). 
 
The videos will be released through the Facebook page of Dansk Vegetarforening, who currently 
has more than 11.600 Danish followers. By releasing the videos here, we hope to increase our 
potential reach. The people who follow DFV will already have an interest in vegetarian eating, 
and might be prone to share content that promotes it (Dansk Vegetarforening a). 
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For instance, we produced a video for the Knowledge Communication course as a pitch of our 
project. This video explains the scientific reasons for lowering meat consumption because of im-
pact on the climate. The video shows a hand drawing illustrations and graphs that matches the 
voiceover’s (a man) explanation of the meat industry’s impact on GHG’s and the climate. DFV 
shared this video, and described it as a part of a RUC student’s project. This video was shared 
more than 40 times and among them, the popular vegetarian food brand Soy4You shared the 
video and stated that it is inspiration for people to consider vegetarianism (Dansk Vegetarforen-
ing b). This illustrates that the members of DVF actively share videos with this content. How-
ever, we cannot be sure of whether they will share the recipe videos, but one can argue the fact 
that there exists an incentive for the members to share the video in accordance to the aforemen-
tioned. 
The DFV Facebook page will serve as an instrument to launch the videos in order to increase the 
plausibility of them being shared and spread through social media, thus increasing the chances of 
reaching and affecting the target audience.  
On the other hand, our target group has no subscription to DVF, no prior interest in the vegetar-
ian community, as well as no active interest in searching for recipes. Therefore, the video’s reach 
to the target audience depends on the DVF’s members and the other Facebook pages to share the 
videos. Hence, we show recipes using no meat to enhance the goodwill of the DVF members. 
However, we hope that incorporating the element of humor within the video’s will boost the vi-
rality, leading to non-DVF members as well.   
 
8. Discussion 
8.1 Meat consumption - a communication problem? 
When producing our three individual videos, we hope to achieve a particular change within the 
target audience, namely that they begin to eat less meat, or focus more on environmentally sus-
tainable ingredients.  
 
One of the major hurdles for this project is that it is evident from the interviews that many of the 
participants are not keen on spending time in the kitchen. One factor is that almost all of them are 
students and do not necessarily have the time or the desire to spend their time on cooking. Thus, 
the videos must present a meal that does not take too long to produce. To effectively communi-
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cate the change to our target audience, we must first and foremost strategically implement the 
findings from our analysis. Our three buzzwords Quick, Tasty, and Healthy are also important to 
include in the production of the videos. Not only will the communication product appeal to the 
target audience, but it will hopefully also influence them to change their food consumption prac-
tices.  
 
Windahl et al. argues that: “the message embodies meaning attributed to content by those receiv-
ing it” (Windahl et al., 2009:18). None of the receivers are identical. Therefore, they will inevita-
bly decode our videos differently from one another. Thus, “all messages are more or less open to 
diverse interpretations” (Windahl et al., 2009:18). In order to reduce the risk of our target audi-
ence producing very different interpretations, or interpretations that are very far from the in-
tended reading, it is important that we strive to truly understand them and put ourselves in their 
place. This knowledge is important to create focused and successful communication. 
 
We might ask ourselves, however, if implementing these findings is enough to create behavior 
change among the target audience? 
 
People need to be motivated in order to commit to change. When planning our communication 
initiative, we relied on the fact that Denmark has a reputation for being a green, sustainable coun-
try. Initially, we assumed that our target group would be active towards green consumption, due 
to their assumed position on the GHG-topic, defined by their Danish culture, and that they would 
not be too resistant when met with a proposition of lowering their meat consumption. However, 
we found that people’s practices do not necessarily correlate with their attitude. We also found 
that eating meat is very deeply rooted in the Danish culture (Information, 2010) and that it is 
connected with feelings of masculinity (Holm, 2003: 57). Both of these factors make it hard for 
us to successfully change the behavior of our target group through communication. Therefore, we 
assumed that providing information or compelling arguments would not be successful, and in-
stead we sought to provide the tools needed for behavior change and tried to align these tools 
with the already existing food practices of our target group. We did this to make sure that the 
communication product would be relevant to the audience in the particular situations of shopping 
and cooking. Windahl and Signitzer writes: 
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“The better our communication is adapted to specific conditions in time and space where there is 
a need for it, the greater the chance that it will function efficiently with receivers who create their 
information according to situational needs” (Windahl & Signitzer, 2009:216) 
 
We hoped that the audience would think of the recipes when they needed inspiration or ideas for 
quick, tasty and healthy meals. However, even with this practice theoretical approach to commu-
nication, we are still left wondering: Can our communication product instigate behavior change? 
We have done a lot of research and theorized on how to best approach the target audience, what 
to consider in the design of our communication product, and how to release the product success-
fully. However, while we have to spend a lot of time investigating in which ways and through 
which channels our communication product should work, we never asked ourselves if meat con-
sumption is even a problem that should be solved through communication. 
 
According to Windahl et al. (2009) not all problems are communication problems, and it is essen-
tial to consider how the field of enquiry is relevant research in the field of communication plan-
ning (Windahl et al., 2009:30). Jan Krag Jacobsen argues that communication is sometimes used 
to legitimize the lack of a serious effort to change a problem, because it seems easier to pay for a 
communication initiative than changing the actual circumstances that allow the problem to exist. 
He states that communication is not always the most effective solution to a problem. (Jacobsen, 
2011:40).  
 
The emissions of GHG’s caused by meat production is a complex problem with many players. 
On one hand, you can argue that without the consumer's demand for meat, there would be no 
need for the animal agriculture industry to exist. Seen in this way, the consumers hold the ulti-
mate power to create change and prevent global warming.  
This way of viewing the problem, however, completely ignores factors like social practices, food 
cultures, economics and the individual’s socio-economic resources. It sees the individual as com-
pletely free and independent from social and cultural contexts.  
 
We argue that the consumer does have some power in lowering the emissions of GHG’s by aim-
ing towards an environmentally friendly consumption. However, we are not blind to the many 
other factors that affect the individual. We recognize that while our communication product 
might affect the food practices of some consumers, and while that change might affect others, our 
influence is limited. Not only does a problem like this need a lot more (and more frequent) atten-
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tion through communication initiatives, it also calls for other solutions. These could be political 
interventions and regulations of prices on meat, rules and lofts concerning GHG-emissions and 
animal welfare, and governmental interventions with the rules regarding transparency of informa-
tion on GHG-emissions of different types of produce. It can also take shape of other structural 
changes, for example an introduction of meatless meals in industrialized food services like canti-
nas in schools and workplaces (Meatless Mondays), or a bigger selection of meatless conven-
ience foods or meat substitutes in the supermarkets. 
The similarities between these solutions are that they all make it easier or more attractive for the 
consumer to lower their intake of meat. With our communication initiative, we hope to provide 
the consumer with a tool to make easy and delicious meat-free meals, and we have consciously 
avoided creating an awareness campaign. We hope that it can contribute to solving the problem 
while being aware of the limitations of its influence.  
We do not believe that one campaign can change the world, but we believe it is a step in the right 
direction. 
9. Conclusion 
We can conclude that in order to instigate a behavior change within our target group, we will 
have to keep our communication product relatively straightforward. To make sure that the mes-
sage is simple, we chose three buzzwords for our videos: quick, tasty and healthy. These three 
elements will be incorporated and emphasized in all the videos, as they are vital in affecting our 
intended target audience to consume less meat. Not only do we find the buzzwords relevant to the 
recipes and dishes, but they are also catchy and memorable. We are hoping that this will add to 
the popularity of the videos. 
Elements such as price and familiarity were also important to our interviewees. These are not in-
cluded as buzzwords, but are instead incorporated through the dishes being vegan duplicates of 
well-known meals, such as spaghetti bolognese, along with the ingredients being simple and 
cheap.   
We have made a conscious decision to create an active communication initiative, where the par-
ticipation of the recipients is essential in order for our product to be successful. We found that 
this would be more convincing as opposed to an awareness campaign, where no active participa-
tion is required. An attempt to illuminate the benefits of consuming less meat will be incorpo-
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rated into the text accompanying our videos, as we feel that this is the best way of getting our tar-
get group to actively engage in and carry out the suggestions in our video.  
We do not want the video to be too overwhelming and complicated to the recipients, but rather 
we want a simple tool that makes it easy for them to cook a delicious dinner meal without meat 
as an ingredient. This can be seen as the result of the knowledge we have acquired, which shows 
that we should not try to change the target groups fundamental practice of eating dinner, or try to 
convince them that eating meat is bad. Instead, our analysis indicate that the best approach is to 
match the target groups practice as much as possible, and try to modify it in a way that hopefully 
will appeal to the target audience. 
 Thus, we have sought and found a number of reasons why Danish men tend to eat a lot of 
meat, and as a result of our investigation, concluded that a communication product in the shape of 
recipe-based videos would be a convincing way of attempting to lower their meat consumption 
habits. We see this project report as a suggestion to social scientists which they can use as a tool 
and inspiration for changing consumer habits.  
 
10. Further research perspectives 
Further research could be done to investigate the practices of men within other demographics, 
such as smaller cities out in the countryside, or more specific subcultures such as bodybuilders, to 
find out if different communication initiatives are needed for those specific target groups. 
The project’s communication product is made on a theoretical basis backed by data gained from 
our analysis. It could be productive to conduct a reception analysis of the product in order to dis-
cover if the target group decode the message as we intend (Schrøder 2000, 2014).  
Already existing communication campaigns that have incorporated similar considerations as the 
ones presented in this project could be analyzed to see how the target audience have decoded 
those campaigns and if they were successful.  
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